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Ex-U.S. Attorney General Condemns Rescue Effort

Iranian President Opens
U.S. Crimes Conference

•

4

GROUNDBREAKING - Groundbreaking ceremonies for the new
Murray-Calloway County Comprehensive Care Center were held
Saturday afternoon. Don Brock,
center supervisor, above, explains
the history, purpose and goals of
the center as Keith Hays, board
chairman, looks on. Below, Ralph
Cole, one of the entertainers for
the 1980 Charity Ball, turns a
spadeful of dirt as Brock and Hays
watch. Other honored guests were County Judge-Executive
Robert 0. Miller; Mayor Melvin B.
Henley; Margaret Trevathan and
Jo Curris, Charity Ball cochairmen; Robert fast, Western
Kentucky Mental Health Centers;
Jay S. Keneta, Architectural Design
Associates; Gary Hooker, MSU
basketball player; Judge J. William
Howerton; and Kay Barnett, Tennessee Department of Tourism
Development.

Kennedy Stumping, Carter At
Home Before Final Primaries
WASHINGTON (AP) - Their
schedules seem to tell the story: today,
before the final, big round of primary
elections Tuesday, Edward M. Kennedy will stump through New Jersey,
Ohio and California. Jimmy Carter will
be at home in the White House.
. Kennedy is making a last frantic effort for the Democratic presidential
nomination campaigning in the three
biggest states holding primaries on
-Super Bowl" Tuesday - even though
almost everyone believes that President Carter has the party's bid locked
up.
Aides say the Massachusetts senator
won't even discuss the passibility of
defeat in private.
And over the weekend, while Carter
was making conciliatory gestures to
Kennedy aimed at unifying the
Democrats, his rival was having none
of it. When asked Sunday about supporting Carter in November as the
stake, is likely to push Carter over the
top. The president made his only

acknowleged political trip of the campaign to the state last week, and his
campaign has spent $400,000 there, well
over four times its budget for either
New Jersey or California.
Kennedy concedes it would be tough

By The Associated Press
Iranian President Abolhassan RaniSadr opened a "Crimes of America"
conference today with a tirade against
America, and former Attorney General
Ramsey Clark, one of the participants,
condemned the aborted U.S. mission to
rescue the hostages as "lawless and
contrary to constitutional government."
"It is inconceivable that constitutional government could ever
delegate to a single person - president
or prime minister the power to risk killing many people half a world away in a
foreign country," Clark said of President Carter's attempt to rescue the 53
American hostages April 25. Eight of
the U.S. servicemen in the mission
were killed when two of the aircraft collided.
"I hope that the conference and our
participation in it can secure the early
release of the hostages which I think is
an important human concern for all
people," said Clark, who arrived in
Tehran with nine other Americans in
defiance of a Justice Department ban.
He spoke in an interview with a
Western reporter as the hostages spent
their 212th day of captivity.
There were rumors in Far East
money markets that three or more of
the hostages had been shot, but the militant students holding the hostages
denied the report. In Washington, a
spokesman on the State Department's
Iran working desk said several hours
later, "It's the first
hiaid of it."

many countries have been faced with a
'conspiracy of superpowers bargaining
over their destinies." He said the superpowers have carved out spheres of influence and that Iran was trying to
break out of this mold.
See IRANIAN,
Page 12, Column 5

Keel Retires After
25 Years With PCA
Keys Keel retired May 31 from the
Jackson Purchase Production Credit
Association IRCA ; after 25 years of service to the organization and farmers in
Calloway and Marshall Counties.
Keel was honored with a retirement
dinner by fellow employees and friends
May 19 at Seven Seas Restaurant.
A graduate of Almo High School and
Murray State University with a
Bachelor of Science in agriculture,,Keel
taught at Hazel High School and several
veterans clas,ses in Christian County
prior to joining the PCA. He also worked on his masters degree at the University of Kentucky.
Keel and his wife Orpha have one son,
Keys, in California. The Keels are
members of the Elm Grove Baptist
Church. They reside on Sycamore
Stied.

Keys Keel
An avid gardener, Keel said his
retirement plans include "slot of"
fishing sind sefoinetraVeling."

•

for him to win Ohio, which was the state
that gave Carter the nomination in 1976,
but he says he expects victory in
California, which is awarding 308
delegates, and in New Jersey, which
has 113.

Transit System Aid Okayed
Murray's application for operation
and administrative assistance for the
Murray-Calloway County Transit
System has been approved by the
Federal Highway Administration
through the Kentucky Department of
Transportation.
The application provides for $11,803
in operating assistance and $7,600 in administrative assistance, according to
Mayor Melvin B. Henley. The Murray
Common Council and the Calloway
County Fiscal Court will contribute approximately $4,000 each for matching
funds.
This money will be used to hire tvic
full-time bus drivers and a dispatcher.

There was no confirmation from any
source.
Bani-Sadr, in his opening remarks to
the conference, said Iran was virtually
governed by Washington and the Pentagon for years and urged condemnation of U.S. efforts in his country.
He attacked colonialism and said

records manager. With the addition of
these federal funds, the city and county
will be able to provide a more effective
public transportation service, Henley
said.
The grant funds should become
available within a month. This is the
first time in this history of the system
that full-time drivers and a manager
will be available on a steady basis, the
mayor noted. In the past, the drivers
have been provided by the county
CETA program.
The system is expected to serve approximately 1,000 persons a month
when it becomes fully operational,
Henley said.

WESLEY FOUNDATION GROUNDBREAKING - Groundbreaking ceremonies for the Wesley Foundation were
held Sunday at the new campus site located at 1315 Payne St. The new facility will serve the United Methodist
Campus Ministry at Murray State University Architect for the project is McGehee, Nicholson and Burke of Memphis,
and the contractor is the Edwin Caine Construction Co. of Murray. The contract price for the facility is 5207,05 1 and
completion is scheduled for April 1981. Members of the building committee are board chairman Dr. Walter E.
Mischke Jr., building chairman Sid Easley, treasurer Harold G. Doran Jr., Thelma Bailey, Pamela Pisoni and Mar
Watkins, The Rev. Fred C. Morton directs the United Methodist Campus Ministry. In Photo, from left, William C.
Adams Jr., secretary-treasurer of Cain Construction Co.; Dr. Mischke; Mrs. Bailey; Easley; MSU student Lisa Krause;
and the Rev. Morton.

Will Serve As Secretary To KET Group

LaFollette Re-Elected To Board
Irma LaFollette, Murray, recently
was re-elected to the Friends of Kentucky Educational Television I KET
Board of Directors for the Murray
region.
LaFollette, a retired university
teacher and president of the Murray
Woman's Club, will serve as secretary
on the board. She also will work closely
with the Friends of KET Regional
Council in the Murray area.
The Friends board members act as
liaisons between KET and their region.
Their major concerns are to promote
and stimulate public interest in KET,to
serve as a source of information about
public television in Kentucky, to help

utilize the services of volunteers and to
obtain funds for KET.
LaFollette is one of 30 representatives from KET's transmitter regions
who provide statewide leadership for
the Friends of KET. LaFollette
represents Calloway, Fulton, Hickman,
Graves, Marshall and Trigg Counties.
The Friends of KET, the network's
volunteer and membership organization, is composed of people who believe
in public television and donate time and
money to maintain it. Daytime instructional programming, used by 98
percent of the Kentucky's school
districts, is funded by the state.
HOwever, public television programming, including "Sesame Street,"

Cissell Resigns KWW Post;
Suitor Re-Elected President

WINNERS OF THE GIRLS DOUBLES STATE CHAMPIONSHIP - For the second straight year, senior Kathy Outland
(lett) and iunior Candy lackson (right)flank Murray High School coach Lanettgiffunt with their trophies.

Karen Cissell, executive secretary of
the Kentucky Western Waterland
(KWW),has resigned her post effective
June 1.
• Cissell statell she plans to pursue
other Interests.
A replacement is expected to be named by the WNW by mid-June. While
alternate proposals are being considered, KWW services and programs
will be carried out by Sandra Darnell
and volunteer assistance according yi
James Suitor, KWW president.

Suitor added the information center
will remain open daily.
In other action by the KWW. Suitor
was elected to another term as president. Nita Ewing was named vicepresident, Frank Evans was appointed
secretary and F.C. Heerde was elected
treasurer.
WNW, with more than 200 members,
serves the five counties surrounding
Kentucky [like and Lake Barkley as
well as Caldwell, Christian and McCracken Counties.

"Nova" and KET political coverage,
depend on Friends and other sources of
support.
LaFollette requested that anyone
who would like to volunteer or receive
more information about the Murray
Regional Council or KET, contact her
at 808 20th St., Murray, Ky.,42071.
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variable cloudiness
Variable cloudiness, warm and
humid through Tuesday with
scattered mainly afternoon and
evening thunderstorms. Some
storms will be accompanied by
brief heavy downpours and
strong gusty winds. Lows tonight
upper 60s to mid 70s. Highs Tuesday mid 80s to lower 90s.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
Kentucky . Lake
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Community Events Listed
Tuesday, June 3
laseskay, Jime 2
Adult Great Books DiscusBethany Class of First Bapsion Group will meet at 7 p.m tist Church will meet at 12
at the Calloway Public noon at the Fellowship Hall of
Library with Libby Hart as the church.
discussion leader
O(ga Hampton WMU of the
Northade Baptist Church Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7 p.m. at will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
church.
the home at Jean Hamilton.
Executive Board of the MurMurray Band Boosters will
ray Woman's Club will meet have a special called meeting
at 11:30 a.m. at the club house. at 7 p.m. in the Murray High
Groups of First Baptist School band room.
Church Women will meet as
follows: Lottie Moon with
Katie Outland at 7 p.m. and
Ka Mien Jones with Mrs.
Harry Erwin at 7:15 p.m.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Senior Citizens Chorus,
directed by Wayne Halley,
will practice at 11:30 a.m, at
the Douglas Center, L. P.
Miller Street. Lunch will be
served at 12 noon. For
transportation call 753-0929 by
930 a.m.

Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women are scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
730 p.m. at the HEalth Cnter,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets, Murray.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. For information call 759-1792.
County
Calloway
Democratic Executive Committee will meet at 7 p.m. in
the Winslow Cafeteria, Murray State University. The
public is invited.

Hazel Senior Citizens will
Tuesday,June 3
have activities from 10 a.m. to
Free blood pressure check
2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with will be held at the Seventh-day
lunch served at 11:45 a.m.
Adventist Church, Sycamore
and South 15th Streets, MurCalloway County Athletic ray,from 12 noon to 2 p.m.
Boosters Club will meet at
7 p.m. at the library at
Group I of the CWF of the
Calloway County High School. First Christian Church will
meet at 2 p.m. at the home of
Murray-Calloway Camera Mrs. Jewel Evans with Mrs.
proClub will meet at 7 p.m. at the Vernon Riley to pie the
Moore,
social hall of the First United gram and Mrs. Clem
Methodist Church with Dr. the devotion.
and Mrs A. G. Wilson to show
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
slides on Greece.
the Woodmen of the World will
meet at the home of Jean
Richer-son at 7 p.m.
Men's Church Softball
League will play at 6 p.m. at
the new City-County Park.
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Gladys Williamson Group of
the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church will meet at the home
of Denecia Lovins at 7:30 p.m.
Singles Class of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ will
meet at 7 p.m. at the church
building.
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) lisIb will
meet at 7 p.m. riit:the Health
Center, North Seventh and
Olive Streeis.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Amie Armstrong
with Mrs. Clyde Miller and
Dorothy Group with Mrs.
Crawford Ray, both at 10:30
a.m.

Tuesday, Jam 3
Senior Citizens Groups will
meet as follows: Dexter at
Dexter Center at 10 cm.;
Hazel at Hazel Center from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. with lunch at
11:45 a.m.; Murray at Ellis
Center from 10 am. to 3 p.m.
with lunch at 12 noon; and
Nutrition Program meals at 12
noon at Douglas Center with
table games from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m.
Prayer Breakfast by the
First United Methodist Men
will be at 8 a.m, at the
Triangle Inn.
Wednesday, June 4
Oaks Country Club ladies
day events will include golf
with Mary Wells as hostess,
and bridge with Henry Montgomery as hostess, both at
9:30 a.m.
13th Annual Ladies' George
Hart Invitational Golf Tournament will start at 9 a.m. at the
Murray Country Club with
Nancy Haverstock and Edith
Garrison as chairmen.
Rabies Clinics, sponsored
by the Health Department,
will be held at Penny, Stella,
Kirksey School, Almo
Grocery, Dexter, Valley
Drive-In, East Y Grocery,and
Health Department, starting
at 9 a.m. at Penny and at 7
p.m. at the Health Department, North Seventh and
Olive Streets. Cost will be $3
per pet for the vaccination.
Organizational meeting for
all interested teenagers in the
Summer's Teenage Volunteer
Program at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital will
be at 10 a.m, at the hospital
cafeteria. This is open to all
boys and girls who will be at
least 14 years old.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
lunch served at 11:45 a.m.
Meals for the Nutrition Program for the Elderly will be
served at 12 noon at the
Douglas Center.
Goshen United Methodist
Church Women are scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m.
Mission Groups of Flint
Baptist Church are scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m. at the church.
Baptist Women, Baptist
Young Women,and Acteens of
the Cherry Corner Baptist
Church are scheduled to meet
at 7 p.m. at the church.

First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 11
a.m.followed by a potluck luncheon at 12 noon at the church.
The executive committee will
meet at 10:30 a.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Ches.^.,S,.'S3134
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Coming Soon
Urban Cowboy-616
J. Travails, Worylon Jennings

Bronco Billy-6/11
Ciro Eastwood

The Empire
Strikes Back-6 18

Nearly a quarter of all
restaurant orders are for
hamburgers.

Mr., Mrs. Jetton
Married 50 Years
Mr. and Mrs. Bernice Jetton of Mayfield Route 1 observed
their 50th wedding anniversary on May 17.
Mrs. Jetton is the former Rupayne Ford, daughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Tom Ford; and Mr. Jetton is the son of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Jetton, all of Graves County.
The couple was married May 17, 1930, in Paducah by the
Rev. William Tidwell. They have resided most of their lives
in Graves County and are members of the Burnett's Chapel
Church.
They are the parents of five children — Mrs. Janice
Holmes, Mayfield, Mrs. Betty Walston, Centralia, Ill., Allen
Jetton, Mayfield, Raymond Jetton, Farmington, and Bobby
Jetton, Lynn Grove.
Mr. and Mrs. Jetton have 11 grandchildren, three step
grandchildren,and two great grandchildren.
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$2.99112.7
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Includes All You Can Eat SOUP 'n SALAD BAR
• Baked Potato or Fries 8c Stockade Toast
• Kids' Menu Items, only 99(

•
•
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SIRLOIN STOCKADAR

•

Bel-Air Center

•

Campbell-Underwood Vows Of Foods Are Needed
Read In Church Ceremony In One's Daily Diet
The wedduig of Kim Susan
Campbell, daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Cliff Campbell
Dudley Drive, Murray, and
Sam Underwood, son of Mrs.
Beauton Underwood and the
late Joe Underwood of Murray
Route 1, was solemnized in an
evening spring ceremony at
the Poplar Spring Baptist
Church.
Officiating at the wedding
was the church pastor, the
Rev. Ronnie Adams. Organ
music was by Mrs. Hazel Jean
Brandon.
The vows were read at the
altar centered with the brass
arch entwined with greenery
flanked by candles and floral
arrangements. Candles were
used in the windows of the
church. The family pews were
marked with hurricane lamps
with yellow ribbons.
Bride's Dress
The bride was escorted to
the altar by her father. She
wore a gown of white organza
and chantilly lace. The fitted
bodice was designed with a
high banded neckline of lace
and a sheer yoke with appliqued lace medallions. A
cascade of lace ruffles adorned the yoke and the full sheer
bishop sleeves.
The full skirt was accented
with a cascade of lace ruffles
at the hemline and attached
chapel train. Tiny blue bows of
bridal satin were applied to
the neckline, bodice, and
hemline of the gown. A matching veil of chantilly lace and
silk illusion completed the
bridal ensemble.
The bride carried a bridal
bouquet of silk roses. As she
approached the altar, the
bride gave her mother, dressed in a blue frock, a rose, and
as she and her new husband
left the altar, she gave her
new mother-in-law, dressed in
a pink frock, a rose. Both
mothers had corsages of white
glamellias.
Miss Kim Hooper was the
maid of honor for the bride.
The bridesmaid was Miss
Patricia McKenzie. Little
Miss Christie Campbell, niece
of the bride, was the flower
girl.
The attendants wore floor
length blue dresses and had
bouquets of yellow and blue
silk roses. The flower girl
dropped rose petals in the path
of the bride.
Best man for Mr. Underwood was Dan Miller. The
groomsman was Steve Downs.
Ushers were Larry Campbell,
Bobby Campbell, and David
Delaney. Chip Campbell,

Our quality will keep you combo' back.
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By DANIEL Q. HANEY
Associated Press Writer
BOSTON AP — There's
bathing wrong with a meal
amsisting of a thick, juicy
steak, a green salad and a
baked potato with sour cream,
as long as you have variety in
your diet, nutritionists now
say.
Diet guidelines released this
week appear to vindicate the
American way of eating.
The Food and Nutrition
Board of the National
Academy of Sciences is the
panel that recommends
dietary stands for the food industry. Its recommendations
boil down to the same advice
that sensible people have
always passed on.
"We recommend something
that is very trite," said Henry
Kamin, vice chairman of the
board. "Our mothers have
told us this, and their mothers
told them also: Eat a variety
of foods."
Some food experts have
been urging people to cut
down on cholesterol-loaded
food, like beef and eggs. High
amounts of cholesterol in the
blood have been associated
with heart disease, but the
food board says there is no

tie

convincing evidence that what
you eat will affect your body's
cholesterol levels.
But keep in mind the
variety-of-food rule. Don't eat
steak and potato every meal.
"If you multiply that meal
by three, and multiply that by
365, you would end up with fat
people," says Kamin, a
biochemist at the Duke
University Medical Center in
Durham, N.C.
Kamin says that if people
eat a variety of the normal
food sold in grocery stores and
restaurants — whether fastfood hamburgers or veal cordon bleu — they will be
carefully
healthy. And
calculated regimens probably
won't help much.
Of course, Kamin says, people should watch their weight,
and they would be better off if
they cut down on salt, too.
ff people need to take off a
roll around the midriff, they
should begin by cutting down
on the fat they eat, he says.
Easy ways to accomplish this
are to cut visible fat off meat,
switch from whole to skim
milk and temporarily avoid
cheese and peanut butter.
But overall, Kamin says,
Americans seem to be eating
the way they should.
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um/ Mrs. Sam Underwood

nephew of the bride, was the
ring bearer.
Mr. Underwood wore a
white tuxedo with a yellow
rose boutonniere. The attendants wore baby blue tuxedoes
with yellow mum boutonnieres.
Presiding at the 'register
was Patty Campbell. Mrs.
')an Miller was in charge of
the wedding.

_Artcralt

on South 16th Street, Murray
A graduate of Murray High
School, she is attending Murray State University and is
employed at Hardee's. Mr.
Underwood, a graduate of
Calloway County High School,
is employed with Dan Miller,
building contractor.

Photograph,

Weddings, Portraits, Frames
One Day Processing
'a

Rehearsal Dinner
The groom's mother, Mrs.
Beauton Underwood, was
Reception
assisted by Mrs. Jimmy
Brenda Campbell was in Vance and Mrs. Coffield
charge of the reception held Vance in entertaining with a
after the ceremony at the rehearsal dinner at the churcis
fellowship hall of the church.
The table was centered with
A buffet dinner was served
the four tiered wedding cake, to the 12 persons present.
made by Mrs. J. B. Dover. Arrangements of blue and yellow
flowers adorned the table.
Silver appointments were used.
Trevor and Micah Miller
A Beauty Preliminary
passed out rice bags at the
reception.
Pageant will be held at
The couple left later for a Jonathan Elementary School,
wedding . trip to Points in Highway 68, Benton Route 5,
Florida.
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queen is trapped anyway
"What we get out of life is
ages from l' to Mrs. or Mr.
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NORTH
divisions, with cost of $15;
4'
001'
55
we put into it."-- Herbert H.
Southern Belle, ages 1 to 25,
•K 8 2
Lehman.
with cost of $25; and also Laundered and pressed
•A K 9 3
Photogenic and Talent.
•A K 7
to perfection
For information persons
•A J 6
In the same way, what a
prices good all week,
folded or on hangers
may call 1-354-8440.
declarer sometimes gets out
WEST
EAST
of his contract is in direct
•A 10 6 5
•Q J 9 3
proportion to the effort he
•74
•52
puts into making it. Today's
41Q 10 5
•J 9 6 3
interesting puzzler provides •10 4 2
•Q 8 7 5
an instructive example.
SOUTH
South's three heart bid is
•7 4
a normal choice, but, in
•Q J 108 6
•8 4 2
today's case, a raise to three
•K 9 3
no trump would have eliminated all problems. At no
Vulnerable: North-South,
trump, North can score nine
Dealer North. The bidding:
top tricks and the game
Individually Fitted By Licensed Dentists
would be a 'claimer"
South West
North East
Against four hearts.
Offices In Memphis And Jackson, Tennessee
Pass
3,
2 Ni'
Pass
North's spade king is
4 IP
Pass
Pass
Pass
attacked immediately and
Opening lead Spade queen
declarer ruffs the third
round. He draws trumps in
two rounds and he is now at
What makes the end play
the critical point in play.
work in today's layout?
If he plays the clubs and
South's nine of clubs protakes a finesse, the hand colvides the "clincher" and
lapses when dummy's club
saves the game whenever
jack loses to East's queen.
both missing club honors
Now there is no way to
are not with East.
avoid the diamond loser and
the defense has four tricks.
A better plan is to give
SW with Cant
early to the opponents what
they are due to take
South holds 6-2-B
anyway. After ruffing the
third spade and drawing
•A 1065
trumps, declarer should
•74
lead the top diamonds and
•Q 105
give the defense its diamond
•Q 8 7 5
trick. Regardless of which
defender wins, he will either
North Swab
For Your Convenience Appointments Preferred
have to surrender a ruff and
1•
1•
2•
discard or lead the club suit
David Umsted, D.D.S. And Staff
If East is alert, he will
Game
Pass
ANSWER:
throw his.diamond queen on
should be out of reach, JO it's
a high diamond to avoid givbest to stop at the lowest reaCALL JACKSON,TN, TOLL AA NO CHARGE
ing up a free club finesse
sonable part score
But unfortunately for the
OUTSIDE TENNESSEE
IN TENNESSEE
defense. there is no escape.
Send bridge questions In The Are.
When West wins the third
PO Rol 12363, 0611. Tex. 75225
with bell addroark .tarnpefl envelope
diamond and leads a club.
for reply
dummy ducks and East's
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DENTURES
SAME DAY SERVICE

STANDARD

$69 Ea.
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Advice 20 Years Ago
Enriches Two Lives Today
IN APPRECIATION — Mary Jane Littleton, left, president-elect of the Murray
Education Association, presents a gift to Geneva Brownfield in appreciation for her
year of service as president of the organization. Under Brownfield's leadership 100
percent of the teachers in the Murray School system joined the association.

HEALTH
Ruptured vaginal canal
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
obviously, winie giving oirtn,
DEAR DR. LAMB — My of continued progress in the
the vaginal muscles are
mother is 77 years old and is safety and the wide variety of stretched. The repair procehaving a terrible problem
methods of
providing
dure is somewhat more diffiwith her bladder falling out. anesthesia. Also, modern tech- cult than some other forms of
So much so that she has to nology has improved the posthernias and that's why a dockeep pushing it back up. The operation care.
tor doesn't like to give you an
Evidently, you're describ- absolute guarantee that there
doctor tried a device to see if
it would pull the bladder ur
ing a cystocele. Basically, this
will not be a recurrence of the
but it wouldn't stay. He sail: is a rupture, as are a rectocele
problem.
they could try surgery but he and a fallen womb. The vagiIf there is a recurrence, a
wouldn't guarantee it.
nal canal is a muscular tube.
second effort at repair is
She's had eight children and The bladder is in front of this
possible,
just as one can
a hysterectomy many years tube, the rectum is behind it
repair a hernia in the groin
ago plus other surgery. She and the uterus is at the blind
also has a bronchial condition. end of the muscular canal. If (inguinal hernia) if the first
surgical effort is not successthat makes me afraid to see these muscles tear or stretch
her undergo surgery. Do many along the front wall, the ful.
women her age have this type bladder can herniate or nipof surgery done?
tore through it into the vagi(
Of litIvreq 1,,
DEAR READER — It's not
nal canal. If the muscles are
always the age of the person
torn or weakened at the back,
that determines whether he
the rectum may rupture
should have surgery. A
through. And if the canal is
person's general health status
weakened at the blind-end
' is far more important.
area, the uterus may fall
I'm not sure what you mean
through.
by a bronchial problem, but
I'm sending you The Health
its cause and how serious it is
Letter
number
1 4-1 2,
would need to be evaluated as
Hysterectomy, Cystocele and
part of the overall evaluation • Rectocele. This issue
of your mother's health probdiscusses hysterectomy and
lem before any form of, the common repair problems
surgery.
involving such ruptures. Other
It is absolutely amazing
readers who want this issue
what can be done surgically in
Menus for the Nutrition Procan send 75 cents with a long,
older people today. Part of
stamped, self-addressed enve- gram for the Elderly and
the improvement is because
lope for it. Send your request Meals on Wheels have been
to me, in care of this newspa- released for the week of June 2
per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio City to 6.
Station, New York, NY 10019.
Meals are served Monday
These disorders are very
similar to other hernias that through Friday at 12 noon at
rupture through weakened the Douglas Center and at
muscular walls. It also means 11:45 a.m, at the Hazel
James Roy Sanders of 908
that devices to prevent the
North 16th Street, Murray, rupture are of limited value in Center; and on Tuesday and
received his Ph.D at the
many cases. Ultimately, the Thursday at 12 noon at the
most successful means of Ellis Community Center.
Southern Illinois Universitytreating such disorders is Meals are also sent out each
Carbondale's spring graduasurgical. The torn stretched day.
tion exercises on May 17 at the
muscles and other structures
The menus are as follows:
SIUC Arena, Carbondale, Ill.
are strengthened
and
Monday — American style
Sanders was one of 4,700
repaired.
spaghetti and meatballs,
candidates from 43 states and
Such problems are far more spinach with boiled eggs,
the District of.Columbia to
common in women who have
receive degrees.
had multiple pregnancies. whole kernel corn,garlic rolls,
butter, pear.halves, milk, coffee, tea.
Tuesday — baked ham with
raisin sauce, Sweet potatoes,
stewed cabbage, corn bread,
butter, peach crisp, raisins,
milk,coffee,tea.
Wednesday — oven fried
The wedding of Miss Robin Elizabeth Workman, daughter
chicken, green peas, mashed
of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph 0. Workman, Route 5, Paris, Tenn., to
potatoes, hot roll, butter, carWilliam Dale Aston, son of Mr. and Mrs. William D. Aston of
rot and raisin salad, milk, cofRipley, Tenn., will be solemnized on Saturday, June 7, at 7
fee, tea.
p.m. at the First Baptist Church, Ripley,Term.
Thursday — meat loaf, mixA reception will follow in the fellowship hall of the church.
ed vegetables, squash
Out of town invitations have been sent.
casserole, hot roll, butter,
Miss Workman is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and
pineapple pudding, pineapple,
Mrs. D. Buron Workman of Paris, Tenn., and of Mrs. John
nilk, coffee,tea.
Wesley Linder and the late Mr. Linder of Garden City, Mich.
Friday — pork sausage,
A 1977 graduate of Henry County High School, Paris, Term.,
white beans,mixed greens,
she has completed her junior year majoring in music educacorn bread, butter, raisins,
tion at the University of Tennessee at Martin.
milk,coffee,tea.
The groom-elect is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Luther Aston, and of Mrs. Arch Bailey and the late Mr.
Bailey, all of Calhoun City, Miss. He is a 1976 graduate of
Ripley High School, and has completed his degree in music
education at UTM.
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James Roy Sanders
Is Awarded PH.D

Workman-Aston Vows
To Be Read Saturday

Elm Grove Group
Presents Programs
At Fern Terrace
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For the first time ever, a
father and son will jointly
keynote commencement exercises at Judson College in
Elgin, 111.
The Rev. Thomas E. Adams
and his son Nate, a Judson
graduating senior, will speak
during the 8 p.m exercises at
Hemmens Auditorium,
Rev. Adams, a minister and
author, presently serves as a
Church Extension Director for
the Illinois Baptist Convention. Nate is valedictorian,
student body president and an
all-conference basketball
player.
Rev. Adams is the son and
Nate the grandson of Mrs.
Gussie Adams of Murray.

By Abigail Van Buren
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The Elm Grove Baptist
Church Group went to Fern
Terrace Lodge on Tuesday,
May 27. for their once-a-month
program for the residents
there.
The pastor, the Rev. Calvin
Wilkins, and Juanita Lee sang
two selections, "Neath the Ole
Olive Tree" and "Face To
Face With Jesus," with Elects
FuLkerson as pianist.
Rev. Wilkins also sang a
solo, "I Am Satisfield With
Jesus," and read the scripture
from Colossians on "What
Jesus Means To Me."
Aubrey Cook led the group
in singing several numbers.
Seven selections were requested by the residents.
Other Elm Grove members
attending were Mildred Cook,
Eddie Carmichael, Jimmie
Lee Carmichael, Dock Boggess, Clemmie Boggess, TenOutland, Mable
nessee
Blalock, June Crider. and
Marion Matthew.

DEAR ABBY. About 20 years ago, in a very distraugh.
emotional state, I wrote to you concerning my involvement
with a young woman. I was on the verge of suicide and your
advice and support saved my life.
So genuinely ('oncerned were you that you kept me
advised as to where to reach you during a Southern tour you
were taking at the time.
Much has happened since then, and I want to bring you
up-to-date: Recently I wrote a book my first, titled "Night
Stalks the Mansion.- It became a best-seller. It's now in its
-9th printing — approaching the million mark in sales!
Pxcept for your concern and support during a very
traumatic time, I would not be alive today, my book would
never have been written, and my reasonably rewarding life
would not have lasted as long as it has it am 74).
As a result of the book, the above-mentioned lady (no
longer young) found me again. She saw me on television
and wrote to tell me she had often tried to locate me.She had
never married; she has burned a candle for me every year on
my birthday!
So, Dear Abby, two lives in which you played a greater
part than you know have been greatly enriched by your
kindness and counsel.
Thank you and God bless you.
HAROLD W. CAMERON, PARADISE, CALIF.
DEAR HAROLD: I remember you well. Thank you
for writing. Your letter made my day, my month, my
year!
DEAR ABBY: I was told that you once had a letter from a
grown man who wanted to sue his parents for having had
him circumcised when he was an infant. He claimed that he
was maimed and permanently disfigured for no reason at
all, as he wasn't even Jewish. What was your advice and
how did it turn out? I am considering the same -action.
NEW. YORKER
DEAR NEW YORKER: I told him he could sue if he
wanted to, and if he won he could call it "severance
pay." (P.S. He sued and lost.)
DEAR ABBY: I live With my daughter and her husband.
The other night they-bad another married couple in for
bridge, and just as I walked into the room where they were
playing, I happened to see the other woman wrapping her
bare-legs around my son-in-law's legs! I saw him move his
legs away, and then she stretched her legs like they were
rubber. and very determinedly trapped his legs with hers!
I refuse to be in that woman's company again. I never told
my daughter why I dislike this woman so much, so she
thinks I'm wrong to have such hate for her friend.
Should I tell my daughter? Her husband knows I saw the
whole thing. but he says nothing.
What should I do? •
SEES TOO MUCH
DEAR SEES: Don't carry tales to your daughter. If
the woman with the rubber legs stretches things too
far, your daughter will eventually become aware of it
and resolve the matter in her own way.
CONFIDENTIAL to those who have sent for Abby's
booklets: Please, please be patient. I am literally
deluged with orders and am getting them out as
quickly as possible.

Carolyn Caldwell Is Medalist
At Ladies Day Golf For Oaks

Carolyn Caldwell won the but won on the first hole.
Second flight winner was
championship flight for the
golf play by the lathes of the Mabel Rogers. Grace James
Oaks Country Club on May M. and Doris Rose tied for second
She tied with Wanda Brown, flight, but Mrs. James won in
the playoff. Marilyn Herndon
was winner of the third flight.
Mabel, Rogers was golf
hostess for the day.
Ladies day golf hostess for
the play at the club on
Jogging to counteract
Wednesday will be Mary
depression? Psychiatric
Wells, but many of the women
researchers report that it
will be playing in the George
works for some people,
Hart Memorial Golf Tournareports the Health Inment at the Murray Country
surance Institute.
Club on that day.
Psychiatrists at UniversiBridge hostess for play at
ty of Wisconsin initially
9:30 a.m. on Wednesday will
studied patients who ran
be Henry Montgomery.
three times a week for 30 to
45 minutes of "comfortable
movement, which at the
outset was often long walks
linked by short, slow runs."
They were encouraged
gradually to run four and
then five days a week.
One of the psychiatrists,
Dr. John Greist, told the Institute that "exercise in
general" counteracted
moderate depression for
some persons and that
"walking is as effective as
jogging."
Consistency is important
the study showed. One patient expereienced a threeweek recurrence of depression when she was unable to
run after injuring her ankle
The persons that Dr
Greist and his colleagues
studied were "individuals
who would not, as victims of
moderate depression, respond to antidepressant
drugs.'' They did as well as
patients treated formally,
and the cose for providing
this treatment including a
treadmill test i is about onefourth the cost of 10 sessions
of individual psycho
therapy, according to the
study.

Jogging May Help
Persons In Fight
Against Depression

• .0
The average pencil Gen draw a line 35 miles long or
writ? approximately 50,000 English words.
egne1140414000 •

Falwell Has
Fair Exhibit

211iss Janet

Chicago, Minois - Marra
artist, Bobby R. Falwell, has
been invited as one of 240 artists to exhibit at the Old Town
Art Fair on June 14 and 15,
1980.
The fair, celebrating its 3.1st
year, is the country's oldest
juried outdoor art fair. Sponsored by the Old Town
Triangle Association, the fair
is located on the scenic, treelined side streets of the near
lorth Chicago neighborhood.
Artists' displays include
painting, sculpture, printmaking, photography, fiberwork, glass, jewelry,
ceramics, collage and multimedia. Artists from more than
25 states and Canada will be
exhibiting at the two-day fair.

Elaine Outland
to (-Pit ilickev Edward lb-

The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Janet
Elaine Outland to Mickey Edward McKeel, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Holderby and Bill McKee], all of Murray, has been
announced by her mother, Mrs. Jean Outland, and her
father, Charles L. Outland, both of Murray.
Miss Outland is the granddaughter of Mrs. Jewel Outland
and the late Elmus Outland and of Mr. and Mrs. Eulice
Moubray, all of Murray. A graduate of Murray High School,
the bride-elect will be a senior majoring in finance at the
University of Kentucky, Lexington, this fall. She is a member
of Pi Beta Phi sorority.
Mr. McKeel is the grandson of Mrs. Nettie McKeel and the
late Loyd McKee], and of Mrs. Eula Mae Garland and the
late Toy Garland, all of Murray. A graduate of Murray High
School, he attended Murray State University and will be attending the University of Kentucky this fall majoring in
physical education.
.•
The wedding vows will be read on Saturday, July 26, at 5:30
p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club House. -A reception will
follow the ceremony.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.
TIRED,WALK
Graduates At ST.WHEN
— Donna
LOUIS Al')1
Hill, program director of the
Branch of the
Poplar Spring Carondelet
YWCA,may have the simplest
of all for joggers.
Are Honored advice
'Don't push yourself! When
you get tired, walk,- she says.
The Poplar Spring Baptist
Church honored all community graduates with a dinner on
Sunday, May 18.
The Rev. Richard Poe, Baptist Student Union, Murray
State University, was the
featured speaker. A gift of appreciation was given each
graduate following, the set
vice.
Graduates honored were as
follows: College — Julie
Brown and Debbie Bonner:
High School — Thomas Jones.
Richard Daniels, Tammy
Norsworthy, Jim D'Andre.
Rocky Mitchell. Junrri
Johnson, Jimmy Williams,
Tonya Smotherman, Mike
Shipwash, Rhonda Garland,
Ben Turnbow, Jay Mattox,
Mary Wagoner, Teresa Proctor, and John Davis; Junior
High — Judy Daniels. David
Garland, Lynn Campbell, Mitchell Gooch, Christy Peacock,
Lisa Webb,and Steve Markle.
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago
S. Lowry and Dr. Forrest C.
will receive honorary doctorate
degrees at the commencement exercises at Murray State University on
June 6.
Deaths reported include Lubie B.
McDaniel, 56, Otis Steele, Jr., 39, and
Mrs. Jessie Blair.
Susan Hale, Murray High School
senior, will receive a $300 scholarship
by the Kentucky Future Homemakers
of America at the meeting to be held
June 3 to 5 at Lexington. Also attending
from Murray High will be Suzanne
Hale, Nancy Mathis, and Gail Russell,
members,and Lucy Lilly, advisor.
Mr. and Mrs. N. A. Young of Hamlin
will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on June 5.
Air Force Capt. James E. Blankenship, son of Mr. and Mrs. Johnie J.
Blankenship of Route 1, Puryear,
Tenn., is attending the Air University's
Quadron Officer School at Maxwell Air
Force Base, Ala.
G. E. Wallace of Temple Terrace,
Fla., will be the speaker at the gospel
meeting of the Green Plain Church of
Christ June 7 to 14.
Dr. C.

Business Mirror

By John Cunniff

Private Pension
System Not Immune
NEW YORK 1AP) — If you believe
the private pension system is uzirnurie
to collapse, perhaps because you have
seen the country stumble its way
through so many other big problems,
consider this scenario:
If inflation were to prevail for 10
years at 12 percent a year — or lower
than the rate so far this year — it would
erase about two-thirds the buying
power of the fixed-sum pensions that
support millions.
But, you say, relief would be rushed
to the scene. From government? Can
you really be sure of that when the
federal government is already deeply
in debt and is already blamed for being
an engine of inflation?
Two obvious possibilities suggest
themselves: Bigger contributions from
sponsors of corporate pensions, and
greater returns on pension fund investments. But experience suggests little help from either.
First, the matter of bigger contributions. Based on a survey of 501 companies by Hewitt Associates, a major
actuarial firm, 57.5 percent of companies have made no post-retirement
additions to funds since 1973.
Several pension authorities say it is
safe to assume that what additions
were made fell far short of offsetting inflation's damage.
Between 1970 and 1979, pension equity
funds — those invested in stocks —
averaged a paltry 3.6 percent return,
less than half the inflation rate of 7.4

00N

percent, according to Becker
Securities.
According to Martin D. Sass, himself
a pension fund manager, the biggest
equity pension funds simply cannot battle inflation.'They're too big," he says.
"Their elephantine size curbs their
flexibility."
And yet, most pension money is
managed by big organizations. The top
25 banks, for example, handle about
$199 billion of retirement funds, or 35
percent of the $560 billion private pension fluid pool. Individual banks may
manage as much as $20 billion of
private pension funds.
Sacs who heads M.D. Sass Investors
Services, contends that the choice of
stocks in which to invest shrinks with
the size of the investment. In his view,
managers of the largest dollar amounts
have the fewest choices; their investments can be absorbed only by
huge companies.
He believes the future lies with
"money management boutiques" that
limit the amount of money they
manage, the purpose being to remain
sufficiently flexible to take advantage
of buy-sell opportunities.
There is evidence that the boutique
concept is catching on. Banks, which
with insurers are often among the
"elephantine" managers, suffered a
net loss of 24 funds last year. The boutiques gained 67 new clients out of 97 hirings by the 350 largest pension funds

Letters To The Editor

Squad Expresses Appreciation
Dear Editor:
The members of the Calloway Co.
Fire and Rescue Squad would like to
thank all those who donated to the
squad at the road block on Sunday,
June 1. The total amount collected was
inexcess of $1200. All of the donations
collected will be put toward the cost of
the new fire truck and squad building
located next to the County Road Dept.
on Syc. Ext. Anyone wishing to donate
further to the Rescue Squad should
send donations to Calloway Co. Fire &
Rescue Squad P.O. Box 612 Murray,
Ky. 42071 or Call 763-4112 and arrangements will be made to pick it up

Bible Thought

or they can drop them by 807 Poplar
Street.
Again we the members of the
Calloway Co. Fire and Rescue Squad
would like to thank everyone who has
donated to this worth wild cause.
Remember the squad is all volunteer
and a non profit organization. The only
way we can help you is for you to help
us. All donations are tax deductible.
James Wolford
Reporter CCFR

Thanks Paper
Dear Editor:
Thank you for the excellent support of
the Murray Lions Club during the recent Bulb and Broom Sale. Your
newspaper's generous coverage of this
event contributes greatly to the success
of the event.
Sincerely yours,
Thomas Gray,Chairman
Bulb and Broom Sale

There is no better way to start out
the day than by looking unto God in
prayer and by reading His word

Howbeit many of them which heard
thri word believed; Acts 4,4

Funny World

Pogue
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The Story Of
WHEN SOMEONE SAYS TO
PHYLLIS DILLER,'I see you're wearing the same gold lame dress I saw you
wearing last week," Phyllis replied,
-That's right honey, I haven't been
home yet."

Calloway
County
1822-1976

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
4egirgld, 1,78
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Reports early in the year of 1957 indicated the Tuberculosis
Association had sold $1,048 worth of Christmas seals, according to
Mrs. H. B. Bailey, chairman. It is recalled the first seal drive was
conducted here in 1910. Income from the stamps was the only
source of revenue for the Calloway County Tuberculosis Association, half of which was locally retained.

FAmIvy
•f

Notwithstanding the amazing success of Salk vaccine as a
preventive of polio, March of Dimes drive chairman, Joe Dick,
announced efforts to secure funds would continue until Pres. F. D.
Roosevelt's birthday, January 30, For Joe's efforts, the Junior
Chamber of Commerce recognized his natural leadership talents
to name him "Man of the Year," according to Ed Fenton, president
of the Murray Jaycees. Incidentally, Fenton was elected vice president April 28, 1957, of the Kentucky Junior Chamber of Commerce.
Also high on the rolls of distinguished recognitions was Bill Edd
Hendon being named 'Outstanding Young Farmer" of Calloway
County, the year the Farm Bureau recorded 1,300 members.
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Mr. Elmus Beale, owner of the first Ford agency in Murray
in 1909, musician, former secretary ot the Chamber of Commerce
churchman and master of humor and wit, died at the age of 78
years at his magnificent home northwest of the city limits on Jan. 27,
1957, Mr. Elmus was buried in the City Cemetery,
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Harold Glenn Doran, confidant of the governor and lieutenant
g wernor, was appointed to the board of regents of Murray State
College April 19, 1957, however was reticent to accept the position
inasmuch as he was serving on the state board of education where
he was gravely concerned in the rapid liquidation of community
high schools.
Charles K. Tutt, representing Training School Future Farmers
of America, showed the grand champion at the annual FFA and
4-H Hog Show and 'Side held at ,the stock yards in 1957, selling
the prize hog for $50 per 100 pounds. Ernie Rob bailey, also of
the Training School, showed the reserve champion. The .chapter
was recognized as one of the most outstanding in the state.
•
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20 Years Ago
By Rowland Evans and Robert Novak

The Taxers Strike Back
LOS ANGELES — The tax counterrevolution is on the brink of a triumph
here that will be portrayed nationally
as proof that the public does not want
its taxes cut after all, but it in fact will
prove the tenacious grasp of the governing class on the money flow.
All polls and nearly all politicians
agree that sentiment has been rising
steadily against Proposition 9, which
would cut in half state income tax
rates; its defeat in the June 3 election is
widely expected. fictw is this possible in
California, home of the tax revolution,
just when ordinary Americans need
every last dollar in their wallets?
The answer is that the governing
class - politicans, administrators,
educators, public employees unions have made their point to the taxpayer:
If you cut our tax sources, we will cut
your vital services. Whether or not taxpayers consider such cuts necessary in
the face of rising government revenue,
they consider them highly probable.
The tax counter-revolution's fear
campaign might be countered by insistently repeated arguments that
California's tax system is a money
machine continuing to generate
revenue even as rates are cut. But
strangely, there is almost no media
campaign for Proposition 9. The most
visible effort is increasingly eccentric
and ineffective campaigning by 77year-old tax-cut crusader Howard Jarvis.
Defeat of Proposition 9 Tuesday will
be interpreted nationally as a dying tax
revolt, not only by the governing class
but by conventional Republicans
4-4.++++++4-+++++
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uneasy about Ronald Reagan's embrace of Kemp-Roth federal tax reduction. Although Reagan personally will
vote for Proposition 9, senior aides suggest he should back away from tax
reduction. "I think this issue is losing
its steam," one key Reagan adviser
told us.
None of this seemed possible scarcely
two months-ago. Proposition 13, cutting
property taxes, had passed overwhelmingly in 1978 under Jarvis' leadership;
Proposition9 was running well ahead in
the polls.
What's more, evidence pointed to
confirmation of economist Arthur Laffer's theory that tax rate reduction does
not seriously deplete revenues but
maintains them through higher
business activity. Despite depletion
because of the Proposition 13 property
tax cuts, the state government surplus
is now conservatively estimated at $2.5
billion. Indeed, the California money
machine no later than 1982 will boost
property tax receipts above their preProposition 13 level.
Nevertheless, the California tax cuts
pose a threat to the governing class by
diminishing the share of the economy
dedicated to government. The result
has been the counterattack nationally
by public employees unions, who have
poured $1 billion in contributions to
fight Proposition 9.
The resulting television campaign
has avoided Chicken Little scare tactics
that backfired in the 1978 fight. The major argument has been that since the income tax rates are cut evenly across
the board, the rich will benefit
disproportionately. But polls indicate
this reversion to class warfare has had
little effect.
What has been effective were private-

ly circulated threats by educators at all
levels. David S. Saon, president of the
University of California, wrote a letter
to students threatening that passage of
Proposition 9 would result in pigher student fees and severely reduce programs. Simultaneously, schoolchildren
throughout the state brought home
similar notes warning of diminished
educational quality if their parents
voted to cut taxes.
According to public opinion analysis,
the average Californian has reached
this conclusion: There are plenty of
wasteful government projects that
could be cut, but vengeful administrators instead will slash away at
schools, police and fire protection.
In contrast, big business is
uninterested in personal tax reduction.
"Our friends in the lobby aren't for this
and neither am I," one conservative
state senator confided. The result: an
empty warchest. Proponents of Proposition 9 are nearly mute, with only
$100,000 spent on television compared
with nearly $700,000 by its foes. A pro
tax cut commercial by Mayor Pete
Wilson of San Diego is seldom seen, and
one cut by Professor Laffer never got
on the air. The campaign consists mainly of occasionally profane, often intemperate harangues by Jarvis.
That is not enough to counter popular
fear of the governing class striking
back. Future tax-cutting efforts will require a campaign far more vigorous
than the passive effort here - and
perhaps something more: attempts to
sell the public on Laffer's theory that
cuts in tax rates will not drastically
reduce revenue, thereby rendering indefensible the threats of the governing
class.

Jimmy's White House

By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Press Writer

Helicopters Often
Encounter Difficulties
WASHINGTON (AP) — Veterans of
presidential travel probably were not
as surprised as many other Americans
when mechanical problems with
helicopters forced cancellation of the
Iran hostage rescue mission.
Often enough, helicopters involved in
ferrying reporters and photographers
during presidential trips fail to get off
the ground or, once aloft, land sooner
than scheduled.
That happened during Carter's
helicopter inspection tour of the spectacular Mount St. Helens volcano.
A Chinook helicopter carrying more
than two dozen reporters and
photographers followed the president's
smaller chopper into the air from a
small airport at Kelso, Wash. Then, to
the puzzlement of the passengers, it
swung around swiftly and returned to
the Kelso field.
The press contingent was ushered
quickly to a spare Chinook that was
part of Carter's helicopter armada,
took off again and caught up with the
Portland-bound airborne fleet.
Passengers later learned that a warning light, which indicated an engine
malfunction, had prompted a precautionary return to Kelso by the first
Chinook.
A stranger helicopter-related incident occurred during the administration of President Richard M. Nixon.
Spending a weekend at Camp David,
Md., Nixon decided to fly by helicopter
to the scene of major floods in Harrisburg and Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Because the round trip from Camp
David required an extra-heavy load of

fuel, the pilot was unable to get off the
ground on the first attempt.
While Nixon waited patiently, a coople of passengers were ordered to get
off. But a second attempt at takeoff also
had to be aborted.
Two more passengers were bounced
and the presidential helicopter finally
labored into the sky.
The Carters made a quick helicopter
round trip last Sunday between Camp_
David and the Wolf Trap performing
arts center in suburban Virginia. They
did so because daughter Amy was
among the performers at a recital by
youthful enthusiasts of the violin and
certain other stringed instruments.
Asked how violinist Amy had done,
Carter grinned,"Okay — she and about
400 others."

WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reServe the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.

The Murray State College Board of
Regents voted to permit MSC President
Dr. Ralph H. Woods to award the
$683,000 of bonds for a new men's dormitory to the best bidder qualfying
under the terms and conditions of the
official sale of the bonds.
Toni Burchett, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Clinton Burchett, Clifton Pittman,
Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Pittman, Sr.,
and Charles Ray Henry,son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hayford Henry, all of Calloway
County, will be among 22 senior 4-H
club members selected to represent the
state at the
UK-TVA Test
Demonstration Farm program at Fontana Village, N. C., June 7 to 11.
Mr. and Mrs. Rome Elkins will be
married 50 years on June 3. A celebration will be held June Sat their home at
523 South Eighth Street, Murray.
The piano students of Mrs. John C.
Winter and the trumpet students of
Mrs. David J. Gowans presented a.
recital in the social hall of the First
Methodist Church.
Lettuce is listed as selling for 25 cents
for two heads in the ad for IGA
Kavanaugh's Foodliner.
"Ten Seconds To Hell" starring Jeff
Chandler, Jack Palance, and Martine
Carroll is showing at the Murray Drive
In Theatre.

30 Years Ago
Making soil tests to determine the
need for specific chemicals on farms in
Calloway County has been approved by
a 1950 ACT Practice, according to Q. D.
Wilson, chairman of the County PMA
committee.
The 95 Drive In Theatre will open
tonight, according to Enido Nucci,
owner. The theatre is located four miles
from the city limits on the Hazel
Highway.
The First Councilor District of the
Kentucky Medical Association will
meet June 6 at the Murray Woman's
Club House with Dr. Marion F. Beard of
Louisville as speaker.
Sixty men and women of the Murray
High School Parent-Teacher Association and the Murray Board of Education got together on June 1 at a kick off
dinner at the Murray High School lunchroom. A discussion of the bonding to
complete the new school building was
held.
Linda Sue Gass was honored at a party in celebration of her fourth birthday.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Battleground" starring Van Johnson,
John Hodiak, Ricardo Montalban, and
George Murphy.
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Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, June 2, the 154th
day of 1980. There are 212 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history: In 1953
Britain's Queen Elizabeth II was'
crowned in London's Westminster Ab-'
bey.
On this date:
In 1835, P.T. Barnum and his circus
began their first tour.
In 1851, Maine became the first state
to enact prohibition, outlawing the sale
and consumption of liquor.
In 1886, President Grover Cleveland'
married his ward,Frances Folsom,in a.
White House wedding.
In 1924, Congress passed a law conferring citizenship on all American Indians.
Ten years ago: George Wallace won a
Democratic runoff election that virtually assured him of election as Alabama
governor that November.
Five years ago: President Gerald
Ford and Egypt's President Anwar
Sadat ended two days of talks in.
Salzburg, Austria, and called their
meeting an important step toward'
Mideast peace.
Last year. Pope John Paul II greeted
millions of countrymen in a triumphant
return to Poland as the first Roman
Catholic pontiff to visit a Communist
country.
Today's birthdays: The exiled king of
Greece, Constantine II, is 40. Former
astronaut Charles Conrad is 50.
Thought for today; If I rest, I rust —
a..
Martin Luther 1485-6).(
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Control Program Necessary
To Prevent Pinkeye In Cattle
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TRIPP FURCHES, son of Mr. and Mrs. Thurston Furches, Route 7, Murray, has been named winner of the
1980 Dekalb Agricultural Accomplishment Award.
The award, sponsored nationwide by Dekalb Ag
Research, Inc., is presented to the senior agriculture
student attaining the highest degree of proficiency in
scholarship, leadership and a supervised agricultural
program.
Tripp is a member of the 1980 graduating class of
Calloway County High School where he served as
president of the local FFA Chapter. His agricultural
program consists of corn, wheat, soybean and tobacco. Following graduation, he plans to attend the
Murray State University and major in agriculture.
As this year's Dekalb Agricultural Accomplishment
Award winner, Tripp receives a pin and certificate, and
his name will be inscribed on a special plaque
displayed in the Agriculture Department of Calloway
County High School.
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Calves Need Immunizing
Kentucky cattlemen are being urged by scientists at the
Murray State University
Veterinary Diagnostic and
Research
Center
at
Hopkinsville to immunize
their calves against blackleg,
an infectious disease found
across the Commonwealth
and of considerable economic
importance to producers.

mouth breathing. These
clinical signs, he said, come
about because the bacterial infection of the muscles cause a
loss of the use of a limb and a
severe fever.
For all practical purposes,
he noted, the disease is fatal
and the course of illness usually is less than 12 hours. "This
should emphasize the reason
to use the commercial
blackleg bacterins which are
available," he said.
The diagnostic laboratory at
Hopkinsville is prepared to
help cattlemen confirm any
occurrence of blackleg in a
herd, Kadel pointed out. Once
the diseAse is diagnosed in a
herd or in a neighboring herd,
especially if surface water is
received from the neighbor's
farm, a continual preventive
program through vaccination
should 1 s maintained, he said.
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Pinkeye not only occurs in
cows, but also in very young
calves, Kadel noted, pointing
out that calves less than five
days of age can suffer severe
effects from the disease.
The early signs of pinkeye,
Kadel said, are tearing and
redness of the eye. As the
disease progresses, the tearing will change to the drainage
of pus from the eye and the
eye will become cloudy. Many
times, he said, cows recovering from the disease are found
left with Unpaired vision.
Less than three days are required for a case of pinkeye to
develop from the tearing
phase to full-blown blindness,
!Cadet said, adding that the
disease is seasonal and its
peak will be observed occurring late in August.
"Pinkeye control programs
are 12-month propositions,"
he said, "and producers desiring more information concerning an effective control program may call or write the
diagnostic laboratory and re''
quest a pinkeye control
booklet."
Asfor treatment, Kadel em-

When livestock producers
hear the word, "coccidiosis,"
chances are their first
thoughts are of chickens.
According to Dr. Wade L.
Kadel, director of the Murray
State University Veterinary
Diagnostic and Research
Center at Hopkinsville,
however, coccidiosis is not
solely a chicken-related
disease.
It does occur in swine,Kadel
said as porcine coccidiosis,
and scientists at the
laboratory
are finding
evidence of the disease in
West Kentucky confinement
rearing operations and point

Farmers Begin
Reporting Acreages
Of Various Crops

SPECIAL OFFER

Purchase Cattlemen Warned
Cattlemen in the Jackson
Purchase area of West Kentucky have been cautioned
against the possibility of costly anaplasmosis problems in
their herds.
Anaplasmosis, which can be
fatal, is an infectious disease
of cattle in which the red blood
cells are parasitized by
protcrza-type organisms, said
Dr. Wade L. }Cadet, director of
the Murray State University
Veterinary Diagnostic and
Research
Center
at
Hopkinsville. The result of this
Infection of the red blood cells,
he said, is a severe degree of
nemia.
Kadel, who went on to point
&it that animals which contact but recover from the
disease become carriers of it
for the rest of their lives, went
on to compare anaplasmosis
in cattle to malaria in
humans.
"The clinical signs," he
said, "are weakness, fever,
panting and pale mucus membranes, especially the membranes about the eyes, gums
and lips. The diminished oxygen supply to the brain
sometimes causes animals to

become unmanageable or
belligerent."
Treatment for anaplasmosis
can be successful, he said, but
extreme caution must be exercised when attempting to handle affective animals. The
forced exercise resulting from
attempts at confinement can
result in the death of the
animal, he pointed out.
!Cadet went on to emphasize
that the disease rarely occurs
in animals leas than two years
of age,.adding that the problem can be precented or
minimized through the use of
a commercial anaplasmosis

vaccine..

pensive, Kadel urged cattlemen to use the facilities of
the diagnostic laboratory in
confirming the presence of the
problem before investing in
the purchase and administering of the vaccine.
The laboratory, he said, is
prepared to work closely with
cattlemen and their local
veterinarians in helping to
prevent any costly outbreak of
the diva q,' in West Kentucky.

.

The use of the vaccine will
not necessarily prevent the
development of the carrier
state in the anithal, he went
on, adding that the important
goal for cattlemen is to
eliminate the illness resulting
from the severe degree of
anemia, and the vaccine does
do effectively.
Producers, he said, also can
free their herds of carrier
animals though a lengthly antibiotic feeding program.
Since the use of the
anaplasmosis vaccine is ex-

STUBBLECROPPING MAKES
MORE SENSE WITH SUIFLAN:
That's why we recommend Surflan.
No-till beans, minimum-till beans, double-crop beans.
Each practice is different. But we recommend Surflan for all
becad„se it works.
Surflan waits a full 21 days for that needed 1/2" rain. Then
Surflan works full season. Gets those troublesome late-season
grasses right up 'til your beans are in the bin.
Surfn tank-mixes with Paraquat CL and most broadleaf
herbicides for a broad spectrum"ofweed control in stubblecrop soybeans.
For dependability that runs in the Elanco family, ask us
for Surflan, in liquid or wettable powder.
Elanco Products Company, A Division of Eli Lilly and
Company, Indianapolis, IN 46206, U.S.A.
rrza
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J. C. CATES CONST.
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weeluiess, fewer paddling and
death, adding that all these
signs could occur from 12 to 18
hours.
Although treatments with
some antibiotics most likely
will be unsuccessful, 'Kadel
emphasized that effective programs have been developed to
reduce the coccidiosis load in
sows prior Co farrowing.
A program also has been
developed, he said, to help
prevent the occurrence of the
disease in baby pigs by adding
a chemical to their drinking
water during the first week of
life.
/Cadet urged hog producers
to consult their local
veterinarians at the first sign
of porcine coccidiosis in their
herds for a prevention and
treatment program once the
presence of the disease has
been confirmed by laboratory
tests.

$266,000 FOR NEW TOBACCO RESOURCE PROGRAM — The future of Kentucky
tobacco-based economy will be strengthened by a new tobacco resource develop
ment program in the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture. Announced may
28 at a press conference in Lexington, the new program includes 10 annual undergraduate scholarships, 4 postgraduate fellowships and a research professorship
funded by over $266,000 in grants and an endowment from Philip Morris Incorporated. Goal is to assure the continued development ot trained personnel for
tobacco research and education, and new technology needed by a viable burley
tobacco industry in the future. First installment checks were presented to Charles I
Barnhart (left), Dean of the College of Agriculture, by Hugh Cullman (right). C hairman
and Chief Executive Officer of Philip Morris U.S.A.

36' x 60' x 13'9"

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SPECIAL OFFER
AND GET THE VERY BEST FARM BUILDING
AVAILABLE — AT A PRICE COMPETMVE
WITH ANYONE — CALL US AND WE'LL
PROVE IT.
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•'Many cattlemen are excessively pessimistic about
pinkeye," Kadel said. "We at
the laboratory, however, see
no reason for such pessimism
because there are things each
producer can do to help reduce
the occurrence of pinkeye in
the herd.
"We have seen herds with
morbidity rates as high as 90
percent and blindness rates as
high as 20 percent, and such
disease outbreaks are extremely costly to producers.
We are prepared to work
closely with cattlemen and
their local veterinarians to
help develop effective control,
treatment, and prevention
programs for the problem."

Coccidiosis Occurs in Swine

Cattle Destroyed Needlessly

'1 7,884"

phasizeci that the moat important factor is that the treatment must be initiated early.
Cattlemen should check their
animals frequently during the
hot summer months, he said,
and those cows or calves
showing tearing or early signs
of pinkeye should be
separated from the herd and
immediately treated with an
antibiotic.

Not Solely Chicken Related

out that it often is diagnosed
incorrectly.
"It is often misdiagnosed as
tiblibacillosis, or a bacterial
enteritis caused by E. coli,"
"Most cattlemen are aware
he said, "and it also can be
of the availability of a
misdiagnosed as some of the
bacterin for this protection,
viral enteritis problems of
but do not use it," said Dr.
young pigs,such as TGE."
Wade L. /Cadet, director of the
Attempts to confirm a
center. "Unfortunately, there
diagnosis through the stanare those who either do not use
dard procedure of examining
the commercial blackleg
feces will yield negative
bacterin or permit their
results, Kadel explained, givcalves to mature without the
ing as the reason the fact that
annual preventive dosage."
baby pigs become exposed at
Kadel identified the sympthe first day of age and the
toms of the problem as
oocysts, or the infective
lameness, fever, drooling and
spores, are not present in the
feces of the baby pigs until
they reach 14 or 15 days of age.
"Some producers regard
this as a new disease," he
said, "but it is not truly a new
Because of a little-known injectable treatment usually feedlot and dairy backgroun- disease. We have diagnosed
nervous disorder, cattle are will result in complete ding into Kentucky's cattle in- porcine coccidiosis in the
dustry, the disease has Hopkinsville laboratory
being destroyed needlessly in recovery within a few hours.
for at
The problem, he said, is
become important, Herren least
West Kentucky, according to
12 years."
Dr. Charles Herren, service caused by a Thiamine, of went on, pointing out that
The disease is occurring
veterinarian at the Murray Vitamin B-1, deficiency,and is weaned calves are being in- with increased frequency, he
not
troduced
the
same
to
as
poliomyelitis
State University Veterinary
concentrate ra- went on, adding that early
Diagnostic and Research of humans. It usually affects tions and are susceptible to laboratory diagnosis could
calves or yearlings on high polio.
Center at Hopkinsville.
well be a key factor in helping
In herds where the disease producers avoid costly losses.
Herren identified the concentrate or grain rations,
occurs, he said, prevention is
disorder as poliomalacia, or he noted.
The clinical signs of the
polio, and said some herdTypical symptoms, he said, possible by feeding a better disease, he said, are creamsmen, feeling it humane to are rapid onset of blindness, quality hay along with the colored diarrhea changing to
stop the animals' suffering, pacing, staggering and con- grain, but the feeding of green diarrhea, followed by
have killed them when a single vulsions. The affected animals Vitamin B-1 does not help.
dehydration,
severe
Herren cautioned cattlemen
appear to stare over the fence
not
to
sacrifice
calves
showing
and run like a pacing horse, he
went on, emphasizing further nervous symptoms without
that many diseases can be first consulting their local
confused with polio in cattle, veterinarians."It is just possiincluding radies and in- ble that a few dollars worth of
injectable Vitamin B-1 will
secticide or lead poisoning.
Since the introduction of save a valuable calf," he said.
Farmers across the state
have begun reporting and certifying acreages planted to
various crops.
As explained by Pat Ross,
the
Chairperson
of
Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation (ASC) Committee for Calloway County, certification is the procedure by
which farmers report their
BONANZA
acreage planted to wheat,feed
BUILDINGS
grain, and soybeans.
This method, several years
ago, replaced a procedure
where field reporters visited
each farm. "The certification
method is less costly," Ross
18's 13'9" END DOOR
24's 15'9" DOUBLE END DOOR
said.
13'9"
SIDE
DOOR
20's
20' x 15'9" SIDE DOOR
As soon as farmers finish
WALL-IN DOOR
WALL IN DOOR
planting their crops, they can
4 SKYLITES
start reporting and certifying
6 SKYLITES
the acreages at the Calloway
County ASCS Office.
"Acreage certification is
very important," Ross said,
"in order to be eligible for program benefits." Farmers participating in the farm proALL TAXES AND FREIGHT INCLUDED — ERECTED ON
grams and planting wheat,
YOUR LEVEL SITE — WE DO THE UNLOADING
corn, grain sorghum and soyOFFER EXPIRES JUNE 13, 1980
beans and who want to be
eligible for price support loans
and or disaster or deficiency
payments, if applicable, must
report acreages planted.
"If acreages have been certified, ASCS personnel make
spot checks of farms selected
at random. Crops reported
and measured are compared
with certification made by the
farmers," Ross said.
"June I is the final date for
reporting acreages planted to
the fall seeding crops. July 15
is the final date for reporting
acreages planted to all other
crops," Ram said.
WO.

60' x 90' x 15'9"

his circus

Since pinkeye is probably
the most prevalent disease
among Kentucky cattle during
the summer months, the importance of a good control program for West Kentucky
herds cannot be overemphasized.
This precautionary note has
been sounded by Dr. Wade L.
Kadel, director of the Murray
State University Veterinary
Diagnostic and Research
Center at Hopkinsville.
Most pinkeye, Kadel said, is
spread through the actions of
the facefly, the known carrier
for spreading the bacterium
"moraxella bovis" from infected cattle to susceptible
animals.
The relationship between
the facefly and the bacteria
accounts for most cases of infectious pinkeye, he said, emphasizing that pinkeye can
result in blindness. When the
blindness is bilateral, or in
both eyes, cattle die from
wandering into ponds and
developing pneumonia and
certainly lose a great deal of
weight.
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Murray's Doubles String Continues
Jackson, Outland Join Mayfield's Elliott, Sumner In Giving Region Two Championships
Once Jackson's shots began
By DAVID HIBBITTS
to go where she wanted them
Sports Editor
LEXINGTON, Ky. — When and once Outland took over at
it's all been done before, what the net, Sacred Heart's team
does it take to get ready to do of Barbara Miller and Gina
it all over again — to win the Pate Howard was simply
state doubles title for the se- outclassed, falling by a 6-2, 6-2
eund straight year as a team score that left no doubt which
and the third straight time for was the best team in the state.
the school?
Murray's net game made
Well, Murray's girls doubles the difference after Jackson
team of Candy Jackson and and Outland realized they
Kathy Outland had to answer would have to take advantage
that question Saturday. And of their extra strength against
just when there may have the Sacred Heart's consistent
slightest reservation that the baseline game.
strong favorites may have
finally let the pressure over"When both of the girls are
come them, they responded at the net, the other team is
with precision tennis.
looking right at them," Mur-

ray coach Lanette Hunt said. Outland to life.
-I thought my heart was go"Then they have to do
something besides hitting it to ing to jump out and land
beside me," Jackson said
them.
"I think the girls were a lit- about the early part of the
tle bit nervous at first. Once match. -The pressure builds
they had a game or two behind up, especially when you are
them, they were all right."
seeded no. 1."
"It is just a relief to get it
It took two straight. games
by Sacred Heart, whom the over," Outland said. -We realMurray team considered the ly played well. "After just
best they had faced this year, watching that last ball go into
to knot the first set score at 2-2 the other court, our mouths
and bring Jackson and opened wide."

"Because it was her last
year, I was trying to win more
for her (Outland ( than for
me," Jackson said.
Thus ends the high school
career of one of the toughest
girls doubles tandems in Kentucky. Both said they will
playing together in summer
tournaments, but for Jackson
to close her career with
another win next year,she will
have to do it with her third
partner in four years.

While the Murray girls
doubles team was practically
following a schedule that
seemed to have been outlined
in advance, the Mayfield boys
team put everything on the
line and changed a few predictions Saturday.
Having advanced to the
semifinals against the no. 1
seeded team of John Moorin
and Derek Weiss from
Louisville Ballard, Mayfield's
Barry Elliott and Kenny
Sumner had already shown
they belonged somewhere in
the top four seeds,from which
they had been omitted.

By 7
AP S

Wierray Ledger & Times

Elliott and Sumner constantly frustrated the Ballard
team with their high lobs into
a tricky wind. And even
though Moorin and Weiss
would occasionally put a few
devastating
with
away
overhead returns, the
Mayfield team's consistency
and togetherness as a doubles
team proved to be the difference.
Mayfield won that match, 64, 0-6, 6-3, and then used the
same strategy against St.
Xavier's Ed Evans and Joe
Dougherty to win, 6-2,6-4, and
bring back Mayfield's first
tennis state championship
ever.
Before the championship
match, Elliott said to Sumner,
"They can't be any more
ready than we are."
And after the match, Elliott
admitted the tournament had
been won when they defeated
the team from Ballard.
-We thought Moorin and
Weiss would be the toughest
match," he said. "There was
no letdown. We were ready for
the finals after that.
"I thought we should have

been seeded no. 2 behind
Moorin and Weiss.
"We were really psyched up
for it. We were really just trying to get past the regional.
"We don't get mad very
easily," he said about his
team's ability to unsettle the
Ballard team. "We talk to
each other a lot."
Elliott said he will be coming to Murray State next year
and that he would be spending
his time working with weights
in the offseason.
The boys and girls singles
divisions were riddled with
upsets, with Lexington Henry
Clay's Lee McGuire shocking
defending girls singles champion Gay Nutter of Paris in
straight sets,6-4, 6-1.
McGuire said she had
played Nutter 20 or more
times during their careers and
had never even won a set.
-All my shots went in today," McGuire said. "It was
very unusual. My drop shot
was going shallow. I usually
play better in the wind.
"I tried to keep her deep to
get the volley angle.

-1 didn't realize! had it won
until it was 40-15, 5-1 in the second set. It (losing every time
to Nutter) hadn't been really
frustrating. I was just common knowledge. Every time
we played, it was supposed to
be 0 and 0.
Nutter had defeated
McGuire, 6-0, 6-1 in the championship match of the region.
"I was really nervous when
I started out (falling behind 20 in games). I was thinking to
myself it can't be 0-0 again.
She was playing the same except I was moving her around
better. I think now! know how
to play her if! have to win.
aorta said if I can't beat
her now, I'll never beat. I am
playing the best of my life."
The boys final came down to
the sixth-seeded Todd
Clements of Ft. Thomas
Highlands beating unseeded
John Watson of Richmond
Model,7-6, 6-2.
Clements and Watson were
the survivors after a string of
upsets had eliminated the top
five seeds earlier in the competition.
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CANDY JACKSON sinks her teeth into this shot, one of
many the Murray doubles team used to defeat Sacred
Heart for the state championship this past weekend.

BETHESDA, I
and rnoney-wmn
CCO Kemper Ope
LC64-yard, par-7
COO nurse:

Join Mahaffey, $

Craig Stadler, $41

GO Mcrgart $27.1

Jack Negras, $17

Lee Trevino, $17,
Tom Watson.

THE PRESSURE'S OFF as Murray's doubles team of Kathy
Outland (left) and Candy Jackson wrap their arms around
each other seconds after their 6-2, 6-2 win over Sacred
Heart's Barbara Miller and Gina Pate Howard for the state
championship.

When I insured mystored was Mr.Creamy.
When I hada&Ind was Mr.87344261

ROSS INSURANCE AGENCY
210 East Main St.
Agents: Ronnie Ross,
Danny Ross, James Ross
Telephone: 753-0489 or 753-0493

Dehue seat belts, floor mats, belt reveal
molding, landau root, sport mirrors. ww tires, hi
cap cooling systems. soft ray glass, body side
moldings, duo!' edge guards, air co.nd , accent
stripe, 201\0 engine, super stock wheeLs. AM-FM
stereo plus all standard eqwprnent such as
power steering and automatic tranariussion

Hearing On Appeal
Of Preakness Foul
Goes Before Board
BALTIMORE ( API — A
public hearing on the controversial decision of the
stewards at Pimlico Race
Course who disallowed a foul
claim by Preakness runnerup
Genuine Risk was scheduled
for today before the
Thoroughbred Board of the
Maryland Racing Commission.
The hearing was to begin at
10 a.m. at Pimlico Race
Course, to hear testimony on
the appeal filed by Diana and
Bert Firestone, owners of the
filly.
At issue is a decision by
Pimlico's three stewards who
rejected the foul claim against
Codex and his jockey, Angel
Cordero, lodged by Jacinto
Vasquez, Genuine Risk's
jockey in the May 17
Preakness Stakes.
In his foul claim, Vasquez
contended Cordero purposely
steered Codex toward the outside and then bumped the filly
as the field neared the top of
the stretch during the race.
The jockey also claimed Cordero hit Genuine Risk across
the face several times with his
crop. That claim was also rejected by the stewards.
Robert W. Banning, chairman of the five-member
board, said on May 20 that until all appeals in the case are
concluded, the Preakness
purse would not be
distributed.
The winner of the second leg

of the Triple Crown race is to
get $180,000 and $40,000 goes to
the runnerup.
At the time of the race, J.
Fred Colwill, chief of the
stewards at Pimlico, said the
stewards were convinced they
made the correct decision in
disallowing Vasquez's claim.
"But if we had the opportunity to do things over," Colwill said then,"we would post
the inquiry sign immediately
after the finish."
Colwill said he had suggested to the other stewards,
Edward R. Litzenberger and
Clinton Pitts Jr., that they
look at films of the race, but
Vasquez claimed foul just as
they were about to light the inquiry sign.
Genuine Risk, this year's
Kentucky Derby winner, was
the first filly to win that race
in 65 years. In the Preakness,
she went off favored to
become the first filly ever to
win the first two Triple Crown
races.
•
If the appeal is decided in
the Firestone's favor, the couple has said the entire purse
would be donated to the National Museum of Racing in
Saratoga, N.Y., and to furthering equine research.
The Firestones were to be
represented at the hearing by
Henry L,ord, a former deputy
attorney general in Maryland
and now a lawyer with the
Baltimore firm of Pier and
Marbury.

Blake, Oklahoma
State Take NCAA
PLUS.
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THIS FUEL-SAVING
GAS MILEAGE

REMEMBER CONT•311(0 the "estimated MPG" to We "mitimsted MPG"
of other cars You may get different mileage depending on how fast
you drive, weather conditions and trip length Actual highway miteage wits probably be less than the estimated highway fuel economy
Oldsmobiles are equipped with GM-built engines produced by various
divisions Come in today and let us show you the details
Ilkii-PeatiateCatileas

PURDONI- 14.:1

7175315
We'd Illill.-7

•
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COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) —
Despite little national exposure, Jay Don Blake of Utah
State played like a veteran as
he battled from behind to capture medalist honors in the
83rd NCAA golf tournament.
Blake was two strokes back
of Hal Sutton late in the final
round Saturday but made up
the deficit and then beat the
Centenary senior on the fourth
hole of a sudden death playoff.
"I knew I was behind at the
14th tee when I was 2 over par
and Hal had already fin‘hed

with his 70," Blake said. "I
knew then I had to do
something."
He two-putted the par-5 14th
for a birdie, saved par at 17
with a 25-foot putt after missing the green to the left and
then forced the playoff with a
12-foot birdie putt which he
then duplicated in the playoff.
Oklahoma State won its
fourth NCAA championship
with an even-par final round
on the par-72, 7,104-yard Ohio
State Scarlet course for a 54hole total of 1,173.

AUTOMOTIVE PARTS, INC

Bob Gilder. $11,4

Hale Irwin, $at

One of the largest
inventories in the area.

Jay Haas, $11AOC

Open Mon -Sat

JetMIIdSSJ, 19.7

221$Grave H,ll Sr

555-0212

Mark Hayes, $8,2
Andy Bean,

Larry Nekton $8,

Artie McNickk $

EVEN BETTER.
Automotive
Parts,Inc.
One of the largest inventories
of foreign and domestic parts
in the area.
•Tune-up service—to keep your
engine at its fuel-saving be,s
• Machine shop service
• New and rebuilt parts
•Four-wheel drive specialists
•Complete car stereo line
We belong to a statewide auto
parts network. If we don't have
it,we can get it fast.
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Mahaffey Fires 68 To Stave Off Morgan By Three
By TOM SEPPY
AP Sports Writer
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BETHESDA, Md. ( AP) —
John Mahaffey, winner of the
$400,000 Kemper Open, suffered from polio as a child and
wasn't supposed to walk
again, let alone play championship golf.
The 32-year-old Mahaffey
made the disclosure Sunday
after winning the Kemper
Open with a 275 total, 5 under
par over the historical 7,054yard, par-70 Congressional
Country Club course, and
three strokes over Craig

Stadler, the second place
finisher
Mahaffey revealed that he
had polio of the left leg at age 4
when he was asked how he
could overcome the physical
injuries he has suffered over
the past few years,including a
hyperextended elbow in the
PGA Championshp four years
ago, and still play winning
golf.
"I don't talk about it but I
had polio in my left leg and
wasn't supposed to walk
again," he said. "It's kind of
tough when you go through it,
seeing the other kids par-

ucipate in sports. I got
through that and played all
sports. I believe that if I can
dedicate myself, I can do
anything. I learned at a very
young age about adversity."
Mahaffey, who shot a 2under-par 68 to nail down his
fifth PGA Tour title and the
$72,000 first prize, did not win
it easily even though he finished the tough Congressional
course, which threatened to
end his career four years ago,
with a pair of birdies.
of

Stadler, who bogeyed the last
hole; Dr. Gil Morgan, who was
the only other under par with a
279, and Lee Trevino who held
the lead alone with nine holes
to play but who finished with
an even-par 278.
the
Watson,
Tom
outstanding player on the tour
and leading money-winner,
saw his bid for a sixth victory
fall short at 281.
Mahaffey said he made
what he described as a
"senseless bogey" on No. 8
"but that may have inspired

He had to stave off a number
contenders, including

because I played the last
10 holes better than I've ever
played before, even in the
PGA
He said that when he reached the last five holes, still tied
with Stadler who was playing
ahead of him,-I wanted to birdie out He missed birdie opportiuuties on 14 and 15, made
a 20-footer on 17 that he didn't
expect to and saw that Stadler
had bogeyed 18, giving him a
2-stroke lead. He then made a
35-foot bird on 18.
'In lieu of what happened to
tIle

me in 1476, this is a very satisfying win," he said. "There is
no revenge involved. This 13
lust a very gratifying win."
In the 1976 PGA Championship at Congressional, Mahaffey suffered an elbow injury
and was forced to withdraw.
He felt the effects of the injury
the following 18 months. He
later suffered two other
serious wrist and elbow in-

Fllopkinsvilraederal
Savings & Loan Assn.

"I've had some good
breaks," he said, "but I've
had some adversities."

30 Month

Question Is Who Will Survive
Lloyd, who did not look parPARIS(AP) —The question off 16-year-old American Betticularly sharp in her
at this year's weather-beaten, tina Bunge 4-6,6-4,6-3.
upset-ridden French Open ten"Great champions, even if scrambling comeback against
nis championships is not who they play badly and when the Bwige, said that for her, the
will win, but who will survive.
court and the weather condi- match turned when it first
No.2 seed John McEnroe tions are bad, still manage to became a "reality" that she
was upset in the third round. win," &awe said. "They might lose.
"I really thought about losFrench hope Yarwick Noah always manage to come back.
ing. It was a reality.
was forced to withdraw after a That's the difference."
Everything seemed to be gofluke fall while playing
To hear defending chamagainst Jimmy Connors on pions Bjorn Borg of Sweden ing against me," the 24-yearold Lloyd said. ''I relaxed
Sunday.
and Lloyd tell it, another difafter thinking I could lose.
Virginia Wade of BritaIn, ference is in the attitude And!thought it wouldn't be so
seeded fourth in the women's toward losing.
bad. As long as you are playsingles, was dumped 6-0,6-7,6Borg has said that in this ing your best, there is no
2 by Argentina's 18-year-old two-week tournament, where disgrace."
Ivanna Madruga in what all men's matches are best-of"I have a cold and several of
Wade called "abominable" five sets, and on the tricky the players are sick," Connors
weather.
clay, there are more than a said after winning his match
Defending women's cham- dozen players who can knock
by default against Noah."One
pion Chris Evert Lloyd was in off the top seeds. And he said it minute it's cold, one minute
trouble but survived, coming was good for a player to lose the sun's shining, another
back from a set down to stave from time to time.
minute it's raining."

Money Market Certificate

June Rate

9.50%
Compounded Daily

Effective Annual Yield 9.965%
Substantial Interest Penalty
For lady Certificate Withdrawal
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MAYFIELD BOYS ADD TO LUSTER of winning the state championship as Kenny Sumner
(left) and Barry Elliott went from being unseeded to defeating Louisville Ballard and St.
Xavier to claim the title.

MURRAY DOWNTOWN
BRANCH
7th and Main
753-7921

1

MURRAY SOUTH
BRANCH
715 So, 12th St.
753-1214

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Baseball At A Glance

Kemper Open
Final Scores
BETHESDA, hid (API — Final scares
and marty mama.. Sunday in the 11403.33 Karmer Own Goff Tournament on the
7054-yard, per-70 Cangniaamal Gantry
Club came
Join Mahaffey. MOM
€11714741-35
Craig Staler, 843.213
734114:61-67-278
Gil Morgan, 527.30
7146-70-70-779
Jack Newtm 617,807
11433-71-33
Lee Trevino, 617503
159704971-280
Tarn Watsism $13.4191
7149-7343-31
Bah Gilder. 813,413
70-71-7166-261
Hale Irwin, 1112)411
7446-70-71-33
Jay Haas, ULU
617170-71-32
Jeff Michell, 19.531
71-703-73-33
Mart Hayes $9.2135
71 71-70-70-231
Anch Bean, 15.210
7648-7043-153
Larry Nelson, 116.101)
"."1 71-7146-263
Artie McNickle 813310
73-70.703-313

Monday Fr.
MURRAY
2 PCS CHICKEN
POTATOES r GR•vT r ROLL

2,

ktntncky
Fried Chicken.
OFFER GOOD LIMITED TIME ONLY

Siodinid Games
California at Detract, ppd.. nen
Aftlwaukee a, Beaton 5
New Vat 11, Taman 7
Stalk 11, Cleveland 7
Chicago 6, Kansas Clly 1
Ballenere 40 lemesota, pgd, rain
Tema 7, Oakland 3
IffsedWs Games
hthasubse (Travers 3-2) 40 Bellmore
Iame 54),(n)
Calikenlis (hue 3-3 at Tarcnto (Leal
14).(n)
Oakland (Kkigman EC at Cleveland
(Grind 04),(n)
Stattle (Hirer:Mt 7-1 at Detroit (Mar54).(n)
'Peas(MAN& 34) Chicago (Bonk
imam 14),(n)
New Yet (Guidry
at Kornai CRY
(Szettorff 34),(0)
Hagan (Sze* 36) al Mkneeets I Redfern 6-21, rII)
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
W
I.
PM GB
Pittatargh
26 18
561 —
Philadelphia
23 19
5111
2
Maltreat
72 19
.521
211
Chicago
MI 21
481
411
New Yak
19 24
442 6141
24,1051.
16 76
356 104
WERT
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36 19
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Cincansti
V it
574
1
Houten
23 30
566
2
Sin Diego
3 25
479
Sin
Sin Frandeco
MI V
t3
Mina
18 13
431
landay's Genial
Pilleargh 1.1, New Vat 3
Montreal 7, &laid 6, 12 innings
Chicago 5, Philadelphia 4
Santa 9, Lass Angeles 5
andrimill 7,8. Diego 6
Sim Emden 6, Hanlon 2
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Savings Are Bustin'Out All Over!

Gerrold Boyd Owner

AN. Alliallaimaaaaligala•

40

10"TRADE-IN!
POWERGARD 40 BATTERY
F lush top-seal battery eliminaies perlocl,
checking protects against improper
watering Stays clean in service resists
heat vtbratron and overcharging

The Top Five
By The Aaraciffited Preis
AMER/CAN LEAGUE
BAITING (100 at bets); Molitor,
PAlwaukee, .354; Bantry, Batimare. in,
Landreaux, Minnesota, 148; Cooper,
Milwaukee, 243; Wart Milwaukee, 543.
RUNS: Yount, hernauulase. 42; Mahn
Milwaukee, 40; Walt Tema 3; Vnewir
Rama City, 37; &miry, Baitirncre, 3;
Tramiel,Deena;3; Rivers, Texas.31
RBI. Oliver, Texas, 311.
Nfilwaulme, 37; Comer, fillirnaikee, 34; Arrives, Oakland. 3; Peres. Baskin, 31;
Helmer,Detroit 31; 11331,Tema 31
HITS: Manor, Milwaukee, 64; Lindrams, Minresats, 62; Yowl, Milwairoe,
61; Rivers, Texas 00; Wilsal, Sanas City,

'4475

As
Low As

FREE INSTALLATION

se.

OFFER ENDS SATURDAY

DOUBLES: Marrisca, Chicago, 16; Yarait,
Milwaukee, IS; D. Gorda, Taranto, 14;
Oliver, Texas, 14; Cooper, htliwaukee, 11;
Molitor, Milwaukee, 12; Leman,Chicago,ii
TRJFIES: Grn,Taranto,7; Brett, Kansas City. 5; Casino, Massa; 4; 15 nett
We 3.
HOME RUNS: Oglivie, Milwaukee, 11
Rak, Califorria, it; Mayberry,ltranta, 10;
ReJadescrs, New Vat,9; Veils, Toronto,9;
Zak, Texas,9.
STOLEN BASES: Henderson, Clakhni.
3; Wiliam Kansas Clty, 19; Bann511.
Ball:Mare, 15; Term,Seattle, 14; Wink Texas. 11
PITCHING IS Deasicm), Herrman,
Seattle, 7-1, VS, 159; Rsiney, Boston, 54,
▪ 4.113; Guidry, New Vat, 5-1, 13,112;
Darwin Texas, 4-1, AO, 213; Jain, New
Yak, 7-2.13 328; Grin Karam City, 7-1
179,126; Moran, Karnes Cffy,64,.73,3.72;
Redfern,Minnescsa,64, no,3.13
STEUXEOIJTS: Guidry, New York, 61;
•
Oddand 55; F. nwister,seas.,
54; Bwra, Chicago, 49; Redfern, Mlninesaa,
46.
NATIONAL LEAGUE "
BATTING
100 et bats): Reds,
St,Lows, .378, Hernandez, St.Louis,
.350; Staab, Los Angeles, .340; Cruz,
Houston, .327; Simmons,St.Louis..324.
RUNS; Schmidt, Philadelptua, 38;
Hernandez, St.Louis, 35, Rose,
Philadelphia, 31; Templeton, St.Louis,
30; Lopez, Lou Angeles, 34051: Schmidt, Philadelphia. 41;
Garvey. Los Angeles, 40; Hendrick,
StLouis, 37; Smith, Los Angeles. 35,
McBride,Philadelphia, 34.
HITS: Hernandez, St.Louts, 62; Reds,
St.Louls, 62; Templeton, St.LouLs. 60;
Taveras, New York, 55; Smith, Lon
Angeles,54.
DOUBLES: Stearns, New York, 17;
Rase, Philadelphia, 14; Knight, Casonnati, 14; Hernandez, 24.Lows, 13; Valentine, Montreal, 11; Taveras, New York,
It; Schmidt, Philadelphia. 11,
Charnblin. Atlanta, 11.
TRIPLES: Moreno, Pittsburgh, S.
McBride, Philadelphia, 4; Knight. Cincinnati,4; 15 Tied With 3.
HOME RUNS, Schmidt, Philadelphia,
17; Luanda, Philadelphia, 12; Garvey,
Lou Angeles, 11; Hendrick, &lows, 10.
Kingman, Chicago,9; Carter, Montreal.
9; Baker, Lou Angeles, 9; Smith, los
Angeles,I.
STOLEN BASES: leFlore, Montreal,
24; Moreno, Pittsburgh, 22; Scott, Montreal, 16; Collins, Cincinnati, IS, low,
Lou Angeles, IS. North. San Francisco,
15.
PITCHING 15 Decisions r: Bibby, Pittsburgh, 6-1, 857, VS; Reuss. Los
Angeles, 6-1, .1157, 2.55; Welch, los
Angeles, 54, .243, 1.16; Shirley, San
Diego. 54, 633, 1.65; Carlton,
Philadelphia, 94, .818, 1.54; Blue, San
Francisco. 6-2, .246,2.79; Bahnsen, Montreal. 4-1, .1100, 0.67; Jackson, Pittsburgh, 4-1, 55,169
STRIKEOUTS Carlton, Philadelplua,
91, Richard, Houston. 77; Blyleven, Pittsburgh, 59. Ryan. Houston, 3; Rogers,
Montreal,$4
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HURRY! SALE ENDS SATURDAY!
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DYNAMO II
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05795 6r6

Super for vans. RVs OfCkUpS Rug9ed
interconnected steel spokeS durable
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01110 stripS

r ,ple-Dlated chrome steel Europeinspired design The classic look for
any car, comes complete vnth all
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CHARGE IT) APPLY TODAY
FOR `tOUR GOODYEAR CAR CARD!
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Your Total Auto
Boyd,.t Repruir Service
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Maaday's Games
Cameo (Kruirow 34i at
(Pakrar 3-1), In)
Philadelphia (Loch 14) at Pittsidath
[Robinson I-1), (01
Crannied (LaCcas 4-4I at Lou Angeles
21430504-2),(n)
HoustonI Ryan 3-41 al San Diego iWise
23), in)
Atlanta IPNiekr; 3-71 at San Frankel)
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Only games 'Mediated
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Goodyear Service Store

IONA

12th St. Murray
753-0595

Store Hours 7:30 o.tn. until 6:00 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

Store Manager,
Norman Hagedorn
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Berra Knocks In Five Runs,Four With Grand Slam
By LEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Dale Berra might not be exactly a chip cif the old block but he does get good wood on
the ball from time to time.
Sunday was one of those
The son of Hall of Famer
Yogi Berra knocked in five
runs, four with a grand slam
homer, to help the Pittsburgh
Pirates beat the New York
Mets 13-3.
-It's the biggest home run
so far for me, and corning
against a New York team
makes it extra nice," said
Berra. "I always get a little
more excited when we play
against the Mets because my

dad managed and coached
them for so many years."
The younger Berra played
shortstop for the Pirates Sunday only because Tim Fob is
on the disabled list He made
good use of his time, also collecting an RBI single and a
double for his day's work
Before this command performance, Berra had collected
only four RBI for the season

NI Roundup
'And he used our television
to do that,'' said Mets
Manager Joe Torre with a
smile. "Yogi was probably in

Brewer Order Is
Pitcher's Horror
Oakland 7-3. Two games By BOB GREENE
California at Detroit and
AP Sports Writer
You can understand a pit- Baltimore at Minnesota cher's plight when he faces the were rained out.
Boston starter Steve Renko
Milwaukee Brewers.
If you get by Paul Molitor, blanked Milwaukee on two
the American League's top hits for five innings. But the
hitter with a .364 average, veteran right-hander was
there are still Robin Yount forced to retire because of a
and Cecil Cooper, who are tied blister on the middle finger of
for fourth in the league at .343. his right hand.
Yankees 11, Blue Jays 7
And if you get by them, you
Eric Soderholm cracked
must still face Ben Oglivie,
hitting .320 and leading the AL five hits, Bobby Brown slamin home runs with 12, and Gor- med a three-run homer and
man Thomas, last year's Grew Nettles added a two-run
shot as New York stopped
home run champion.
Toronto to sweep their threegame series.
SoderhoLm was in the lineup
against Toronto's left-handed
starter Paul Mirabella, 4-4,
and scored the first Yankee
With
Molitor, Yount, run after singling to start the
Cooper, etc., doing their thing, tworun fourth.
the Brewers put together an
Brown's three:run homer
eightrun inning for the second and Nettles' two-run shot were
straight day Sunday to defeat included. in the 13-hit assault
Boston 8-5.
on three Blue Jay pitchers to
"We're an explosive make Torn Underwood, 5-3, a
ballclub," said Oglivie. winner.
"We're a very happy team
Mariners 8, Indians 7
with guys who help each other.
A ninth-inning homer by
It's a combination of talent. In Larry Cox, hitting .167 at the
any situation we can score a start of the game,gave Seattle
lot of runs."
its triumph over Cleveland.
The Red Sox had a 5-0 lead,
Cleveland had four sacrifice
sparked by home runs by flies to tie a major league
Carlton Fisk and Butch Hob- record set in 1913 by the
son, when Milwaukee broke Boston Red Sox and equalled
loose in the seventh inning.
by the New York Mets in 1967
"Eight is a nice ntalber," and 1972. Five sacrifice flies
Milwaukee interim manager by both teams also tied a maBuck Rogers said. "I hope no jor league record set by the
one finds out what the secret Red Sox and Washington
is. It's nice to put together Senators in 1965.
eight-run innings two days in a
White Sox 6, Royals 1
Britt Burns and Ed Farmer
Saturday, the Brewecs combined to pitch a seventallied eight runs in the second hitter while Mike Squires and
inning en route to a 19-8 Lamar Johnson provided batblasting of Boston.
ting support to lead Chicago
In other games Sunday, the past Kansas City.
New York Yankees trounced
The 20-year-old Burns, 7-3,
Toronto 11-7, Seattle edged gave up five hits before leavCleveland 8-7, the Chicago ing the game in the eighth
White Sox stopped Kansas Ci- after developing a cramp in
ty 6-1 and Texas defeated
his right hip.

AL Roundup

the clubhouse in New York
watching'
Elsewhere in the National
League,the Chicago Cubs edged the Ptuladelphia Phillies 54; the Atlanta Braves pounded
the Los Angeles Dodgers 9-5,
the San Francisco Giants beat
the Houston Astros 6-2; the
Cincinnati Reds nipped the
San Diego Padres 74 and the
Montreal Expos stopped the
St Louis Cardinals 74 in 12 innings.
Berra's grand slam, the
first of his major league
career, capped a seven-run
fifth inning for the Pirates. He
drove a pitch from reliever
Mark Bomback over the fence
in straightaway center at
Three Rivers Stadium.
Earlier in the fifth, the
Pirates had chased loser Pete
Falcone, 3-4, with run-scoring
singles by Bill Robinson and
Bill Madlock.
Jim Bibby improved his
record to 6-1 with an eight.
hitter. He struck out five and
walked three.
Cubs 5, Phllltes 4
Scot Thompson's tiebreaking single with two out in
the seventh inning scored
Dave Kingman from second
base and led Chicago over
Philadelphia.
Kingman, who earlier had

hit his ninth homer, singled off allowed the Astral only one hit
Lucas, 2-2, gave up nine hits
loser Ron Reed, 3-1, and ad- thereafter, retiring 20 of the
and four runs through,41-3 innvanced to second on a wild final 21 batters.
ings.
pitch before Thompson looped
Clark knocked in the Giants'
Bench's homer in the eighth,
his game-winning single to first run with a double in the
if Bob Shirley, eventually
center
third inning, then gave them
turned out to be the winning
Dick Tidrow, 2-0, was the their winning run with his
hit as the Padres came back
winner, and Bruce Sutter sacrifice fly in the fifth.
with three runs In the last two
worked the last two innings to
Red.?,Padres II
innings to make a game of it.
Dave Collins socked three
gain his 11th save.
Expos 7, Cardinals
hits, scored twice and drove in
Warren Crag:turtle singled
Braves 5, Dodgers 5
home the winning run in the
Bob Horner hit two homers a run and Johnny Bench
12th to lead Montreal past St.
and drove in four runs to lead walloped a pinch three-run
Atlanta over Los Angeles. homer to lead Cincinnati past Louis. With one out, Andre
Dawson doubled and took
Glenn Hubbard and Dale Mur- San Diego.
Sheldon Burnside, 1-0, earn- third on an infield out before
phy both had three hits as the
Braves collected 13 hits off ed his first victory for Cincin- scoring on Cromartie's single.
nati with relief help from Tom
The Expos broke a 3-3 tie in
four Los Angeles pitchers.
earned his seventh the fifth on Dawson's RBI douDoyle Alexander, 2-2, earn- Hume, who
ed the victory with relief help save. Burnside had replaced ble, and made it 6-3 on John
from Rick Camp, who gained Mario Soto with two out in the Tamargo's two-run double in
his third save. Loser Dave fifth inning, when the Padres the seventh. The Cardinals
Goltz, 3-4, gave up six runs chased the Cincinnati starter tied the game with three runs
with three runs.
in the seventh, two on Ted
and eight hits in five innings.
San Diego rookie Gary Simmons'homer.
Steve Garvey slugged his
11th homer for the Dodgers, a
tworun shot in the third, and
Dusty Baker tut a three-run
homer in the sixth.
Giants 6, Astros 2
Left-hander Bob Knepper
overcame a shaky start and
Jack Clark knocked in two
runs with a double and a
sacrifice fly to help San Francisco beat Houston.
Knepper, 4-6, was touched
for five hits and two runs in
the first three innings, but

Your Car
Needs A
Summer
CheckUp!
11)
Prepare your car early for
summer driving conditions.
We also do air conditioning
installations, all repairs, tuneups . and more. Drive in!

University Gulf Service
At Five Points
L. D. Workman, Owner
Phone 753-5782
Murray, Ky, 42071
L'"•

Unprecedented... Radio
One Week$100 Off Ihaek
TRS-130 Computer Sale!
Radio Shack's Lowest Price Ever for the World's
Best-Selling Personal Microcomputer System
Level 1116K TRS-80
System as Shown
RIMY NIKE!
FINR--124
'
61
IffruTIES---$ 42.89
3/89

Big 12"
Video
Monitor

tigtot—s aea
martfistt---S315.E11

'749

AV HINE NITA YES
ENIE6T8D61011 $52.09
169NAKE (lifT11) 129.54

8
LESS INTEEES1-4816.$
is 1110411[E-4 12.60
pIPt--S 21.00
TIRMSPORATION---S 69.8$
IISROCE affE)-4 89.5B
TOT.EXPEIGES---V15.e6

TAK
for du

•

Ii

MAKI
check I
Farris ri

F

Reg. 849.00

Captain D's

New
FZSHCN

PP
PP

53-Key
Professional
Keyboard

v:1415

• World's most popular personal
computer
• No prior knowledge of computing
is required
• Used in offices, schools, labs,
even at home
• Off-the ghelf delivery in most
areas

•2fish fillets

•a generous portion of
boneless chicken fillets
•sweet n'sour sauce
-french fries -cole slaw
-2 hushpuppies

Malley CP.,,g•

T VISA

A Great Little Seafood Place

Murray

ii

CHARGE IT(MOST STORES)

i

)

Cassette
Data
Recorder

Start summer off with something important for your business,
school or vacationing student— a TRS-80 Computer system that's
not only designed and built by Radio Shack but already has over
200,000 users worldwide.
The TRS-80 Microcomputer has practically everything you could
want in a computer plus the expandability to meet your future
needs! Versatile—use it for everything from personal finance
planning to video-graphic games. Programs in Level II BASIC—
the language that is easy to master but powerful enough for many
advanced applications. Comes complete with a "plain English"
manual, cassette data recorder, and two sample programs. 28-1056

Sale ends 6780
YOU CAN COUNT ON RADIO SHACK: WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL

$
2
99

10-Key
Numeric
Keypad

Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.
'ANDY COOPAON
'

Most items

also available at

9:30-7:00 Mon.-Fri.
9:30-6:00 Sat.
Closed Sun.

Radio Shack
Dealers
Look tor this
' sign in your
rwrighborhood.

MODE

Radio
That*
..... •

* PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES

14,014
DE I
Comp&
DE 3

Mod4
bed
rainp
e rtan

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Scenes From
The 1980

ar
A
ter

Charity Ball

Jp!

ENCHANTED GARDEN — Marie Taylor at the piano, Kathleen
Stoddard on the guitar, and Irma Collins on the violin provided
outside entertainment in the Enchanted Garden.

any for
ditions.
litioning
's, tune)rive in!

TAKING BIDS — Dan Farris, one of the auctioneers
for the celebrity auction, takes bids

'vice
ner
2
71

DANCING — Shown dancing are Mr. and Mrs
Charles Thurman Jr. and Margaret Porter and 0.11
Boone Jr.

BUFFET LINE — Dean Poston samples the goodies at
the buffet line.
REGISTERING GUESTS — Irma LaFollette and Lochie
Hart register Sue Farris.

ENTERTAINMENT — Joe Jackson at the piano and
Gary Brockway on the guitar provided entertainment
in the Glass Slipper Room.

MAKING PAYMENT — Ron Christopher makes out a
check for his purchase at the celebrity auction as Sue
Farris readies to take his payment.

DANCE BAND — The Dan Steele Top Five were the dance band for the
evening.

A PAIR — Mr. and Mrs. Don Brock dance at the
ball.

store at the Catalog desk.
The new Spring & Summer COP Catalog afters more variety than ever
before. Pick up your FREE copy today.
Catalog order prices are lower than store prices, for the same merchandise, where available.

8:30-6:00 Mon.-Thurs. & Sat.
8:30-8:00 p.m. Fri.
516 Main St.
753-6588

Your order will be ready when the store's next shipment arrives.
Order today for delivery by Father's Day.

ORDER

TEXAS

PRICE

INSTRUMENTS
ORDER
PRICE

Orders 765813
See pg 33
Orders 093378
See pg 110

Self basting process cooks on its own
without tending or burning Moisture.
smoke and slow,steady heat cook meat in
its own natural juices over charcoal and
water Color orange Steel with wood
legs and handles

Performs 4 functions with memory 8 digit LCD
display About the size of a credit card Weights
approx 2 oz. Batteries and wallet case included

SUPER 60
DEPTH FINDER
by
HUMMINGBIRD \

ORDER
PRICE

Orders 231177
See pg 21

Copper IL
DE-3

748712

•Si7

61,„"

Model DE-1 fits '67 thru '80 Ford. Chevrolet. Dodge, GMC and II-I wide
bed. Model DE-3 fits all imported compacts '67 thru '80 Rattleproofed,
reinproofed. dustproofed. Heavy duty steel Weather-resistant, white
enSmel finish. Unobstructed rear window visibility

AVAILABLE

7

Green and white. Flan
Guards protects all steel .
construction. 22 x 26 x
33".

Displays depth. bottom structure and fish including
targets as small as baitfish Completely waterproof
Performs at speeds of 65 MPH • Comes complete
with mounting hardware 12 volt operation 20'
/
2 foot power cable.
cable and 111

ORDER
PRICE

Fuzzbuster detects radar at up to six times radar's
effective rgige Easy to install, plug into 12 volt
Cigarette lighter No antenna or license required
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* At The Movies *

ATL To Receive Tony
For Theatre Achievement
‘ctors Theatre of Louisville Gary Yawn, public relations
AIL has done it again. The director
League of New York Theatres,
The special award, given to
in releasing the 1900 American a regional theatre for its
rheatre Wing Antoinette overall operation during the
Perry iTony nominees, has previous season, was initiated
announced that ATL is to in 1976. Past winners are
receive the special Tony for Arena Stage, Washington,
ouLstanding theater achieve- D.C.; the Mark Taper Forum,
ment.
Lcis Angeles; Long Wharf in
The award will be given dur- New Haven, Conn. which
ing the annual Tony awards Jory co-founded before compresentation, Sunday, June 8, ing to Louisville), and the
Conservatory
at the Mark Hellinger Theatre American
in New York City, to be Theatre in San Francisco.
televised on CBS.
Tony awards, named for
AIL representatives atten- Denver-born actress, director
ding the ceremonies will be and producer Antoinette
Jon Jory, ATL's producing Perry, have been presented
direo.or, who will accept the annually for 34 years. Ms.
ward; Trish Pugh, associate Perry, who died in 1946, was a
director; Alexander Speer, founder of the American
administrative director, and Theatre Wing.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Beverage
4 Continent.
Abbr
6 Toothed
wheels
1 Arab. e g
13 Amend
15 Letter abbr
16 Pendent
Orcsaitient3

18 Nickel symbol
19 State. Abbr
21 Mature
22 Icelandic
writing
24 Zeus's wife
26 Repetition
28 Hurried
29 Make into
law
31 Narrate
33 State Abbr
34 Flan trap
36 Watch face
38 Yd. part
40 Rattan
42 Circus
45 ElectrIfled
particle

3 Printer s
measure
0 Sky sight
5 Norse gods
6 Welcomed
7 Lamprey
8 Church part
9 Scale note
10 Shoe style
12 Pronoun
14 Climbing
plant
17 Blemish
20 Attract
23 MD
24 Pronoun
25 Maple genus
27 Lamb s pen
name
30 Cravats
32 Swine fat
35 Restrain
37 Conduct
38 Discharged
39 Laborer

2 3

1

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

41 unheeding
53 Repeat
43 Female kin
57 Soak
44 while
58 Tantalum
symbol
46 Niton symbol
Frock
48
60 Donkey
51 Sacred Egyp- 62 Compass pl
64 Hebrew letter
ban bull

&MI° "
HIM 12'
la
49 Platform
"
hill
id
.WM
a
.2. Li
50 Grrl's name
52 Unusual
54 Down Prefix lid •
"uuid
55 Spanish_ artiu.29 Id iIl idJiii
cle
3. uukill
56 Jesuit d:aan
59 Calcium symbol
Midki
id
61 Negates
S

4

14

35

34

42

41

43

4°

47

63 Molds
65 Relaxes
66 Thus
67 Worm
DOWN
. 1 shake
2,Anate

61

W

51

SS

SS

52
57

"

11 id
laid
idl
aEl
Ideiuu
WI

MI is

ea

,PEANUTS
GOT ALL A'S ?WOW!
ThAr5 GREAT MARCIE!
601 A BUNCH
K__OF 0 MINUSES..
1,

LET' ,VtE 14OLD qOUR
REPORT CARE MARCIE...
I'D JUST LIKE TO SEE
IT'S LIKE TO I-IOLP
A CARD WITH ALL AS...
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CLASSIFIEDADS!

(Reviews Of Current Movi•s At Murray Theatres)
By KENT FORRESTER

1. Legal Mc*

tury. When op, pop, minimal,
assemblage, Xerox, art,found
art, and other assorted fine art
fads have gone to where fads
go to when they die or are
finally seen as the social
phenomena they really are),
are descendants will still be
appreciating the art of
Fantasia, Bambi, and Lady
and the Tramp.

created in 1956. When Lady
steps ins water puddle, any of
the cartoon studios would
have drawn ins few lackluster
water rings. But only the
Disney artists made water
'rings that spread out at just
the right speed, glisten, interlock, begin to dissipate, and
then break up completely. It is
that kind of attention to detail
that makes Disney creations
worth seeing for anew generation of kids.
But it's in depiction of
animal behavior that the
Disney Studio really excells.
What other cartoon studio
would have taken the trouble
to make skeletal studies of
deer as Disney did for
Bambi? As a result of that
same kind of care, the dogs in
Lady and the Tramp behave
and move like dogs. When
Lady, crouches in fear, stands
on her hind legs, or rolls over,
it's obvious that the artists
were drawing from life and
not from what they thought a
dog skould look like.
I've long believed that a couple of hundred years from now
the artists from the Disney
Studio - especially those that
worked during those wonderfully creative decades of the
1930's and 1940's - will be
recognized as being among
the most skilled and creative
artists of the twentieth cen-

SUN LS STAR
The sun is the star nearest
the earth. It is only an average
size star, yet it is large enough
to hold about 1.3 million earths.

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Nutty ledger & limes by
530 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
330 p.m. Saturdays ore urged
to call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Monday *cell fry. or
3:30 p.m. tad 4 p.m. Warden
A circulation deportment employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper. Calls must
be placed by 6 p.m. weekdays art p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery.
The regular business office
hours of The Norm ledger & Timesore 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to nom,.
Saturdays.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

FOR TUESDAY,JUNE 3. 19110
!N
What kind of day will power ruw.
tomorrow be? To find out what GEMINI
to June
the stars say, read the .1Ma)'
Your21 mind's on faraway
forecast given for Lour birth
'placers-. Be considerate of
those who won't be joining you
in your travels. Don't be
ARIES
careless in estimating costs.
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
CANCER
You may be a bit touchy
you can
(June 21 to July 221 GS42)
with friends until you get your
Too much emphasis on your
work dblie. Later, you have
eat,
way of doing things could lead
the spirit of fellowship. Share
to conflict. You'll gain more
ideas.
now from a laid-back vantage
TAURUS
point.
Apr. 20 to May 20)
LEO
Don't expect praise from
(July 23 to Aug. 22ili244-Ok
STOCKADE
others for your career efforts.
You'll shine at a social
Bel-Air Center
Still, you'll have a chance to
gathering. While you enjoy the
raise both status and earning
limelight,a close ally may feel
uncomfortable. Give loved
ones equal time.
WELL,'(CU DON'T HAVE
1-(ERE, ii(OU HOLD Mi.( CARD
VIRGO
TO HOLD IT LIKE
AND I'LL HOLD YOURS
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Forget about ego. throw
yourself into work and you'll
come out a winner. Rise above
be
distractions,
but
considerate of friends.
LIBRA
( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
You can have fun without
taking unnecessary risks. A
wonderful time to plan a
vacation trip for two. The p.m.
is definitely romantic.
SCORPIO
HERE
lOct. 23 to Nov. 21)
A friend won't take no for an
answer. Right now you'll
enjoy home life more than the
party scene. Privacy proves
relaxing.
SAGITTARIUS
s
'
i Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Higher-ups throw their
weight around. Plan a
weekend jaunt with a loved
one. Friends intuitively
anticipate your needs.
CAPRICORN
1,4i
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19
Don't rush into a costly trip.
Concentration at work leads to
financial dividends. Watch
spendthrift ways during
leisure hours.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Allow time to see someone
special. Take the initiative in
romance, but be careful not to
injure health when enjoying
the good life!
PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
You'll avoid both moodiness
and the chance for argument
if you get sufficient rest. You
need time with yourself - by
yourself.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
gifted communicator. You
love the attention of an
audience and would make a
fine actor. A natural writer,
you can easily commercialize
this talent. Reporting, fiction,
WHY DIDN'T NE
THAT CARRIAGE 15
copywriting, criticism and
MEET L15 15 HE AWAY
WAITING FOR 'CU, TO
editing are your forte. Your
ON A hi iSSION
FROM
CONTINUE
HERE.
gift of gab makes you a good
UP
salesman, and you would
AA,
2 .411.
banking,
in
succeed
publishing and promotional
work. You have many talents
a
but should resist a tendency to
-1
skim the surface or to get by
solely on your wits. Yqu'd also
bean effective spokesman for
'.L
a cause. Birthdate of
Jefferson Davis, Confederate
leader; Allen Ginsberg, poet;
and Tony Curtis, film star.

20)n

,

All

$1.99.
Daily 6-10 am
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NANCY
I'M MAD AT
YOU AND I'M
GOING TO
STAY IN
HERE ALL
DAY

•
•
BEETLE BAILEY
\ TIRED

YOU'RE NOT
TIRED.' YOU'RE

LAZY!

6-1
BLONIME,

- .80
'PHANTOM
OUR C.O., MR5. PALMER wAL ICER.* COLONEL
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Separate sealed BIDS for the construction of
CONTRACT I - WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
AND SANITARY SEWER IMPROVEMENTS, AND
CONTRACT Ii - WATER STORAGE FACILITIES
will be received by The South 641 Water District at
the Hazel City Hall in Hazel, Kentucky until 2:00
PM, Daylight Savings Time) June 26, 1980, and
then at said office publicly opened and read aloud.
The CONTRACT DOCUMENTS may be examined at the following locations:
Florence &Hutcheson,Inc.; Paducah, Kentucky
Associated General Contractors; Paducah, Kentucky
Dodge Scan; St. Louis, Missouri
F.W. Dodge; Evansville, Indiana
copies of the CONTRACT DOCUMENTS may be
obtained at the office of Florence & Hutcheson, Inc.
located at 1201 Madison Street, Paducah, Kentucky
42001 upon payment of $100.00 for each set.
Any BIDDER, upon returning the CONTRACT
DOCUMENTS promptly and in good condition, will
be refunded the payment, and any non-bidder upon
so returning the CONTRACT DOCUMENTS will be
refunded $50.00.
J. Robert Taylor, Chairman
South 641 Water-IXStrict
S
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Herbert L..
Cochran, Administrator, of the
estate of Margaret B. Cochran,
deceased. Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on or
before June 11, 1980, the date
of hearing.
Frances W Shea, Circuit Court
Clerk
ATTENTION - West
Ky. Rural Electric Consumers: Effective with
bills due in July, 1980,
for Marshall County,
Livingston County and
Calloway County Consumers - There will be
new penalty dates on
electric bills; fifteen
days will be allowed to
pay electric bills; when
bills are received,
please notice last day
to pay before pinahy.

2. Notice
We BuySell-Trade
-Pawn
We Pay
Cash For
GOLD- 10K, 14K, 160,
18K, 220; SILVER COINS
1964
and
before;
STERLING

Vernoq's
Western Store
and

Pawn Shop
Olyincnc Plaza
Me .em' rarer rimer sterfal, Owrirrell,
fbrw.rel and yekl items in etch.y. Ie.
rmorsloorrirro slow, rhe 11,1“0 prKes
“ftrier ollows Cr Nu pry ash fer
rid orod save,

Bible Facts. Free Store for the
needy. 759-4600.
World Electrical
Designs
Introduces
M.R B.
Relieves long or short term
pain For information write
Box- 102 Murray Kentucky.
Money Elo:'• Cmnirmee
WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
Listed here is a ready reference
that will quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
or
1. Legal Notice
2. Notice
of Thanks
Cardermry
3: inm
4
5. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
11, Instructions
12, Insurance
13. for Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15. Articles Fa Sale
IS. Home furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
It. Sewing Machines
IS. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment

H. Monuments

ic21
usf.
2. EM.te
23

rutting
24. Mrscellanean
25. Business Services
26. TV Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
21. Mob Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31, Want To Rent
32. Apts for Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses for Rent
35. Farms Fa Rent
38. For Rent Or lease
37. Lrvestock Supplies
31. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
44.1.00 For Sole
45. Farms Tot Sale
48. Homes Fox Sale
47. Motorcycles
W Auto Semites
49. Used Can
*Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Ohio's
53. Services Offered
94. Far Trade
SS. Feed And Seed
St Fee Column
57. Women

tice
27Nci
wwwwww•
NEWSPAPER
OFFICE HOURS
The Murray Ledger &
Times Office, 103 N. 4th
Street, is open for business
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday and
from 8 a.m. to 12 noon on
Saturdays.
These hours include the
business office, classified
advertising department,
retail advertising departnent and circulation
department.
At times other than those
Jisted above the office is
closed for regular business
even though newsroom and
)oroduction employees may
be on duty.
that
request
We
customers observe the
business office hours in
placing calls to the
-newspaper
The telephone numbers
for the newspaper departments are:
DEPARTMENT NUMBER
753-1916
Classified Ads
753-1917
Circulation
753-1919
Display Ads
753-1916
Accounting
753-1918
News & Sports
The Murray
Ledger & Times
June is Country Ham month at
the Boston Tea Party. Big
specials everyday on Country
Ham Breakfasts. Sandwiches,
and Dinners Register for a free
Col Lees Country Ham. Don't
rniss itl
.
Summer Wedding? Let
us help you plan to have
your complete Wedding
Story told with our
beautiful photographs.
We have invitations

CARTER STUDIO
304 Main

_

Earn $50.00' hundred secur
ing stuffing Envelopes Free
detals reply -flomeworkersS12 Box 94485, Schaumburg IL 60194.
Earn extra money at home
good pay, easy work, no experience necessary Start immediately Send name and address to MAP Box 5, Kirksey
KY 42054

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS

Lady And The Tramp
The Disney film vault in
Burbank. California, is probably at least as tight and
secure as Fort Knox. For
there in a cool, humiditycontrolled environment sleep
the creatures from which the
Disney empire draws its
strength. Snow White, Pinocduo, Cinderella, Peter Pan all hibernate peacefully until
someone descends into the
vault, looks around at the
titles on the film cans, and
says, "Let's see now, why
don't we try Lady and the
Tramp this year?"
Six months later in the heat
of summer, half the parents in
the U.S. eat dinner early and
cart the kids off to see one of
the Disney re-releases. By the
end of summer the Disney
Studio has made enough
money to build another plaster
of Paris mountain in Florida.
But who would begrudge the
Disney Studio its success? It
made those full-length cartoons with so much skill and
attention to detail that the
company deserves every penny.
Others have emulated
Disney. But when was the last
time you saw a re-release of,
let's say, Hanna Barbera's
Walt Till Your Father Gets
Home or Max Fleischer's
Gulliver's TraveLs? The fact
is, no one but Disney makes
full-length animated films
good enough to be re-released
summer after summer.
Like other Disney cartoons,
Lady and the Tramp was
made right when it was

2. Notice

1. Vaal Notice

753-8298

Spring cleaning special! 10%
off, limited time only. Magic
Hat Chimney Sweeps, 4362731.
SALES CAREER
An unusual prestige op
portunity to outstanding op
plicants who seek o
professional soles career
Associate with the No. '
organization in its field in the
notion liberal salary. corn
missions and fringe benefits
Appliconts must be amblimin
and sales minded Sem, •
will be competitive and ha,
on market evoluotions and
personal interviews Send
resume to P. 0 Box 2870
Paducah Ky. 42001
•Strawberries! Picking every
day! 608 a quart if you pick,
854 a quart if we pick. Bring
containers. 642-4439, L.T.
(Pete) Valentine.
What we do best is care
Needline, 753-6333.

5. Lost and Found
REWARD
Wandered
or
stolen. Black male
Toy Poodle. 2 miles
east on 94. 7530089
Found: 2 Irish Setter type dogs.
Call 474-8852 or 474-2267

6. Help Wanted
Experienced small engine
mechanic to work on a percentage basis. Only experienced
need apply. Richard Small
Engine Services. Hazel, 4928519.
Parttime piece work. Webster,
America's foremost dictionary
company needs home workers
to update local marling lists
All ages, experience unnecessary Send name, address, phone number to
Webster, 175' 5th Ave., Suite
1101-454-0, New York, NY
10010

16. Home
Vinyl couch i
dinette. RC
chrome and
car seat, er
table electric
753-4120
17:ViCut

Wanted Sitter services for
Senior Citizen with arthritis
Room. board. $50 per month
520 South 7th. 10 AM to 3 PM

Electrolux au
service Tony
6760

Sell Avon's exciting cosmetics,
exclusive jewelry and great
men's products You'll be
amazed to find how easy and
enjoyable it can be Call 7535750 in Murray or 443-3366 in
Paducah for details

1975 John
tractor, 4'
transmission.

Will hire all qualified No experience required High school
grad or GED required. Machine
shop, welding or other
vocational-technical skills in
our schools with pay of $448 to
$519 per month Room, board
Openings in all professional
skills. Call Navy (502) 7536439 or call toll free 1-800841-8000.

19:FIFm

245 Massey
tractor. at
hours, all ext
Contact How,
4389.
MUST SELL
farm build
$5,695. Call
4821.
2 Row culli
753-8428 aft
Super A Far
condition. I
1905

allaka

HELP
WANTED

For sale: Si
storage rods
Call 759-120

Full Time
Day Waitress.
Apply in Person
Long John
Silvers

For salt
wall furnanci
753-8214 at

Half karat rn
$250. Call 7!

9. Situation Wanted

27. Mob

Job wanted: Responsible 15
year old girl wants to babysit in
her home. Have references. Call
247-5542, Puryear.

For sale: 10
and lot. Fu
Murray. Phoi
For sale 19;
mobile home
ed, all elecI
and air. Cal
6.40 Om
Three bedroi
central air.
building, di

Will do babystting in my home.
References available. 7530659.
Will do housecleaning. Good
references. 436-2667.
Will do babysitting in your
home, during. summer, day or
night. Will also do light
housekeeping. Call 436-5375.

10. Bus. Opportunity

finace,8964.

211:116-;
A

BUSINESS
OFFICE

annol
sum

For Rent • Downtown
Approx. 600 sq. h.,
knotty pine paneled and
carpeted. 5150 per
month. Phone 7534937 hi-f 8-5.

2 and 3 bf
homes ft
conditio
security d
from $12
753-8964

Own your own business from
one of the largest corporations
in America and enjoy Its fantastic benefits, the Shaklee
way. For more information call
753-0541 or 753-9486.

15. Articles For Sale
AMF Sunfish sailboat, 14 ft.,
complete; commercial pinball
machine; foot ball table. Days
753-0153. nights 753-8001_
For sale, Riding mowers, push
mowers, garden tillers, dinette
suite, yard chairs, pans, auconditioners. 489-2166.
Hey, look around and get
ahead. Solar Heaters. Window,
wall, and roof mounted units
and storage rods. What's in it
for you? Free heat, 30% tax
credit and a guarantee of your
money back if you don't save.
No gadgets! Call 759-1207
after 5, please.

For rent: Smt
conditioned
acres, 3 mi
Heights. $11
utilities and
4540.
Nice 17x1
mobile home
air, t.v, twee
pets. Depot
492-8348.
Two bedroc
water furms1
$80 per mc
adults. Mile
121 South. P

Will have tra
1st. Couple
Dill at Dill's 1

rEWI-1
We buy ant
conditioners
pressors. Di
9104 or 753-

One Sweda electric cash
register, $450: one 10 key electric adding machine, $40; one
Thomas electric organ with
built-in turn table, $250. All
items excellent condition_ Call
753-3519.

NEW OfF
MondayPrice el
NAlltall

Quikrete 60 lbs., $2.63: marble
chips, 50 lbs., $2.49, play
sand, 55 lbs.. $2.38; black top
patch, 60 lbs.. $5.19: Lime. 50
lbs. $1.99; Peat moss. 2 cubic
foot, $3.75: Pine bark, 3 cubic
foot, $3.50. Coast to Coast
Hardware, Central Shopping
Center.

Home wi

reasonabli

day of nig

Set of machinist's tools for
grinding, milling, boring, lathe
work, etc. Approximately 350
pieces Used by tool and die
maker for manufacture of type
and armaments Call 7539981. 5-7 pm,

Also I

T.V. antenna with 40 ft pole;
motorcycle trailer; and Dune
busy. Call 489-2752 after 5
pm.

16. Home Funushinp
Blue cook stove, kitchen
cabinets, wash stand, beds,
dressers, pie safe, blue crock,
depression glass Phone 6853306. 8 to 5, Old Hickory Antiques on 131, 7 miles north of
Mayfield.

Kel

Complete Inlet( room suite, like
new. Call 753-0061 or 7533132.

Termites
but neve
damage
753-391
13th Stro
Home ow
411S1som

Regular size box springs and
mattress, like new, cheap CO
753-5500 or 753-6200

A

•

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

...a.w...
y. vwwwWWWWWWW...Makke,

•
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ndred secur
velopes Free
Homeworkers
85 Schaum-

ME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
16. Home Furnishings 30. Business Rental

it
34. Houses-Fiiiii-

ey at home
work, no exiry Start imname and adox 5. Kirksey

Vinyl couch and chair, chrome Business or office space
dinette. RCA portable t v available for rent or lease
chrome and vinyl high chair Close to court square Private
car seat encyclopedias por- customer parking Call 753
table electric adding machine 4109
753-4120
Mini
17. Vacuum Cleaners

services for
with arthritis
0 per month
DAM to 3 PM

Electrolux authorized sales and
service Tony Montgomery, 1536160

19. Farm Equipment

For Rent

trig cosmetics
y and great
You'll be
how easy and
be Call 753N 443-3366 in
ils

1975 John Deere 140 lawn
tractor, 4' mower, automatic
transmission 753-9240
245 Massey Ferguson diesel
tractor, approximately 80
hours, all extras, 9 months old
Contact Howard Brandon 7534389
MUST SELL NOW! All steel
farm buildings, 4002,114,
$5,695 Call collect (513) 2784821
2 Row cultivator, $115 Call
753-8428 after 6 pm
Super A Farmall tractor, good
condition $1950 Call 7531905

7S3-47SB

For sale or rent Brand new lux
For sale Set 15 inch Rally
ury condominium units for
wheels for Chevrolet truck set
those who want the best in
of 15 inch Rally wheels for
comfort and efficiency Each
Chevrolet 4-wheel drive truck
unit equipped with energy savone 111x15 new trailer tire 6
ing heat pump and wall-to-wall
ply one 10-15 IT all terrain
carpet Separate dining room
tire new, one 10-15 LT B F
Kitchen has lots of cabinets Goodrich all terrain tire, used,
dishwasher - refrigerator one B F Goodrich 700x15 L T
built-in oven and surface cook
new tires one Goodyear hi
ing unit- double sink with garmiler 700115 IT used tire
bage disposal Large living
Phone 753-7393
room with fireplace Three
Four
Keystone Classic mag
large
with
closets.
bedrooms
wheels with tires Call 435
Automatic washer and dryer.
4181 after 6 pm
Concrete patio You must see
to appreciate the beautiful
Used Cars
49.
shade trees and the large lot
3nly 2 blocks from the Univer- 'What will I tell my children when they ask w
53dByithoW
8 pghesCtaall 7F°(
91m
15
r, r32-3
alne
iity. Shown by appointment on- me about the 'good
ol' days->"
7124 atter 6 pm
ly. 753-5791
Chevy Monza, extra sharp,
House for rent. Call Embassey 43. Real Estate
43. Real Estate
$1995 Call work. 753-0123 or
Apartments, 753-4331. Under
home 753-4033
STARTER NOMEll Here a an
new management.
ideol first home It has 3
For sale 1978 Camaro, 305 V8
Lakefront, 2 bedroom, furnishbedrooms. hying room. nice
engine, excellent condition
kitchen
ed, year lease required No
with plenty of
Call after 4 pm, 759-1958.
cabinets and a bath The
children, no pets. Call 753house
was complete
1974 Grand Torino Elite,
0212 or 436-5459
BOYD-MAJORS
redecorated lost fall inside
rebuilt motor, $1250 Call 753downstairs
bedroom
4
Large
and out . It's in tip-top shape
iE7A5L3-E8S
0T8A0YE
2513.
furnished house with rooms
and only 525,000. Should
1971 Monte Carlo automatic,
upstairs for rent. Near M.S.U.
easily qualify for VA or FHA
Professional Services
power steering, power brakes,
loons Moke this your first
Call 489-2256 or 753-0430
K ThiFriendly Touollr
home
and air, low mileage car with
Two bedroom furnished all
JOHN SMrni tilt wheel and stereo $850.
THIS IS ITelectric home. 50 feet from
1974 Olds Delta 88, 4-door.
A HOUSE
campus. No pets. $200 per
automatic, power and air.
month, $200 deposit. Call 753WITH EVERYTHING
$900. Phone 354-6217.
9829.
bedroom-2
Four
1952 MG-TD Replica one year
with
room
living
bath,
Three bedroom brick near
old. 7000 miles, all options.
Den
fireplace.
elec.
University. Available now. No
mint condition, completely
has fireplace and
pets. Electric and carpeted.
753-7411
rebuilt engine and chassis. 2Dinceiling.
beamed
AROUND THE CLOCK
$250. 753-3942.
tone. $5850 firm. Call 753ing room and kitchen
5383 after 5 pm.
Two bedroom unfurnished
Game
area.
w/dining
house, near campus. $185 per
1979 Mustang. PB. PS. air,
room with pool table.
Pendent it Thurman
month. 753-3293.
AM-FM stereo cassette. cruise
Double garage. 171 x
435-4590.
Insurance
38. Pets-Supplies
33' swimming pool
1971 Olds. In good condition
well.
Raul Estate
w/diving
Basic and Advanced dog obeCall 753-2480 after 5 pm.
Sournside Court Square
dience classes All breeds and
Located at 1510 Dudley
ages. Professional instructor.
Murray, Kentucky
Dr.See it today!!!
1975 Pacer. $1200. 1972
436-2858
Cutlass, extra sharp, nice. 4377534451
SPIC AND
4312. after 5 pm, 527-3149.
SPAN
41. Public Sale
Easy to care for Alum.
Surplus Jeeps, Cars. and
North
819
town!
in
buy
Best
Having a yard sale?
sided 3 Bdrm. home.
Trucks. available through
20th. Three bedroom. 2 bat, government agencies. Many
Then pickup your free
From living room a
car
2
fireplace,
burning
wood
yard sale signs from
sell under $200. Call 312-742good view of the lake.
garage, and well landscaped
the Gallery of Homes
2641 for inforFireplace in LR,
Spann 1143. extension
Call
$59,800.
yard.
office on Highway 641
to purchase.
modern kitchen with
753-7724 mation on how
Associates,
Realty
N. in The Village Shoprange, ref. and
1972 Volkswagen Super Beetle,
anytime.
ping Center just
Elec.
dishwasher.
in excellent condition. Call
across from the
heat. Basement rec,
759-4734 after 5 pm.
Boston Tea Party.
rm. has new wood
Used Trucks
50.
stove which heats enJOHN SMITH
Chevrolet truck, short
1971
tire house. Att.
wheel base, straight shift, 6
garage. Located in
cylinder with topper. Also Allis
Lakeway shores. Only
Chalmers riding mower, 3 years
$33,500.
old. Call 753-0937.
HOME WITH
1977 Dodge Van. Customized.
"PURSE-ONALITY"
753-8080
loaded, excellent condition.
753-7411
Newly listed 3
$3500. 753-8221.
AROUND THE CLOCK
bedroom home in
For sale: 1976 GMC half ton
Canterbury Estates,
Big yard sale! Monday and You're moving to a new city.
pickup. Sharp! $1500. Call
features great room
Tuesday, 301 South 6th Street. What good does it do to call
Century 21 Loretta lobs
436-2590.
beamed
with
Two party yard sale. June 3rd Realtors here in Murcathedral ceiling and
1964 Ford Econoline pickup,
and 4th. Furniture, cord organ, ray?...Because a Century 21
lovely brick fireplace.
g,00d condition, Can be seen at
clothes and assorted items. Neighborhood Professional
Beautifully decorated
X109/ Vine Street.
Rescheduled in case of rain. from the city you are moving to
throughout, this home
1967 GMC van, $450, Call 753303 Woodlawn.
will promptly call you. They'll
is a housewife's dream
8451.
Two party basement and yard take the time to find out the
at a down-to-earth
1974 International 200, V-8
sale, Monday and Tuesday. 509 kind of home you'll be looking
price. Phone Koptruck, dump grain bed and
for. They'll give you some ideas
Chestnut.
Realty, 753-1222,
perud
racks. Call 753-9808
about your new community.
Yard sale, Tuesday, June 3rd, And then they'll begin putting
for all the information.
1970 Jeep truck with topper_
1208 Pew Ann Drive.
LIVIN'
EASY
together a list of homes for you
$1800. Call 753-5889.
livfamily
Economic
43. Real Estate
to look at upon your arrival
1977 Suburban, four-wheel
ing in this wooden conThis service is part of the Cendrive, power steering, power
STROUT REALTY, INC.
home and
temporary
Program.
Referral
VIP
21
tury
Ylo•
wry,
brakes, air, automatic
ni• Meilen %Yea 11,00 a
L
lLt acres located in a
It links together the more than
ayrnms Myer awl selen
transmission, AM-FM stereo,
lovely setting at the
7.500 Century 21 offices
EARAIS•NOMES
CB radio, factory wheels.
BUSINESSES
around the country. If you're
edge of Murray. Many
$2200. Call 753-3535 or 753.
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
about to sell your house, call
unusual
unique
8266
PROPERTY
Century 21 Loretta lobs
features including
i
Listings needed, Oil:
Realtors. And then you're on
kitchen
birch
solid
Coast to Coast Buyers from
your way to the easiest move
cabinets, 40x12 redEverywhere Free Catogloq
you've ever made - going and
wood deck, 40x12 conStrout Reatty
lobs
Loretta
Call
coming
l..1 11.1•1011 Beeler
crete patio, fireplace
at 753-1492
Realtors
753-0186
in living room and
1117(4.11.0. id
Anytime
1 .1/
family room, pelts
I
thermopane windows,
Do you know why we say "Selland much, much
ing a house is easy, keeping it
more. Phone 753-1222
sold is tough?- More than 50%
for all the information,
of all home sales have major
at Kopperud Realty.
closing problems. 50%! That's
why Century 21 Loretta Jobs
U.Lots For Sale
Realtors are trained to concentrate on follow-through. No
3.8 Wooded acres in Whiskey
PEACEFUL
V:
paperwork detail is too small,
Ridge, $4000 00753-0579
RETREAT
no processing Of financial proBeautifully wooded
46. Homes For Sale
cedure too unimportant to
waterfront lot in nice
Are
By owner 3 bedroom house, in
escape our scrutiny. Our aim is
location fronting on
city, patio. fenced yard. outside
to make sure your sale closes
Kentucky Lake. Also
753-1441
storage, remodeled kitchen,
on time and you get all you exincluded is quality 2newly carpeted 1709 College
pect. We call it "Seller's Peace
boat
covered
boat
Farm Road, 753-0497 Mid
of Mind." We put it all in
bedroom
2
and
dock,
540's.
writing in an agreement called
mobile home with
the Action Warranty. And then
Owner will finance equity and
front
covered
large
we back it up with the most
assume VA loan 3 year old
wooden deck. Get
important agreement of all. A
brick home. 641 South,
A
ready for spring and
handshake.. We mean what we
Puryear. TN.(901)247-5735.
summer relaxing days
say Call Century 21 Loretta
HAT
Three bedroom brick home, 2
ahead by checking out
Jobs Realtors at 753-1492.
baths. large kitchen with builtgood
$24,500.
this
buy.
Sweeping
"Chimney
How can you finance your
ins, family r03h1 with fireplace,
Phone 753-1222, Kophouse in this crazy economy?
in the fine old
central heat and air, city
all
for
Realty,
perud
Everybody has an idea these
$58,500. 1719
schools
traditien"
information.
the
days on financing. But you
Magnolia Drive 759-1508
HOME AND
Business 436-2731
don't just need ideas. You
47. Motorcycles
75 ACRIM
need the best ideas. and plenty
Just a short distance
of them That's why Century 21
For sale 1978 400 Yamaha XS,
from town we have a
Loretta lobs Realtors are train2000 miles, $800. 1976 125
arrier
3
2
nice
very
bedroom,
different
21
you
ed to show
Yamaha, 1500 miles, $450
finance
home.
creatively
country
bath
to
ways
Both in excellent condition
Located on 75 acres, of
whether you are buying or sellQuality Service
437-4155
ing. And we take the necessary
which 65 are good
approx750K.
Company
Honda
1978
time to explore your options
tillable
farmland.
imately 4100 miles, two matHoot Pump
and to formullte your best
Owner would consider
,
ching helmets and other acSpecialists
course of action. Stop in at
financing part. Phone
Call
$2090.
753cessories
Modern Sheet Metal
1200 Sycamore or call Century
Kopperud Realty, 7539526
4'
i Service Departments.
21 Loretta Jobs Realtors at
1222 for real service In
1979 Yamaha KS-11 Spacial,
753-1492 In a crazy economy
753-9290
real estate.
1800 miles. like new. $3200
you need all the help you can
Call 492-8507 before 6 pm
get

dified No exHigh school
wed Machine
or other
cal skills in
pay of $448 to
Room board
I professional
y (502) 753II free 1-800

24. Miscellaneous
ED

me
tress.
Person
ohn
Id I

For sale Solar heaters and
storage rods for any size area
Call 159-1207 after 5 pm.
For sale 35-50,000 BTU gas
wall furnance, like new. Phone
753-8214 after 5 pm.
Half karat man's diamond ring.
$250. Call 753-8451

wanted

27. Mobile Home Sales

rsponsible 15
:s to babysit in
eferences Call

For sale: 10x50 Mobile home
and lot. Furnished. Route 5.
Murray. Phone 436-2548.
For sale. 1972 12x60 Crimson
mobile home, partially furnished, all electric, central heat
and air Call 759-1974 after
640 pm.
Three bedroom mobile home.
central air, 9x12 storage
building, dishwasher. Owner
-will finance.- $5200 Call 7538964.

BE

gin my home.
753.

leaning. Good
t667.
tting in your
inner, day or _
so do light
ill 436-5375..

portunity

28. Mob. Home Rents
Appl•
Volley
Perk

ESS

CE

announces new
summer rates

Downtown
sq. ft.,
aneled and
i 1 50 per
me 753-

business from
st corporations
enioy it's fanthe Shaklee
nformation call
1-9486.

For Sak
illboat, 14 ft.,
nercial pinball
iall table. Days
s153-8001.
mowers, push
tillers, dinette
irs, pans, air9-2166.
und and get
eters. Window,
mounted units
s. What's in it
leaf 30% tax
irantee of your
no don't save.
;all 759-1207

2 and 3 bedroom mobile
homes furnished, air
conditioned, $50
security deposit renting
from $125 per month.
753-8964.
For rent: Small 2 bedroom. airconditioned trailer. on 14
acres, 3 miles east of Almo
Heights. $116 per month plus
utilities and deposit. Call 4374540.
Nice 11)(56 unfurnished
mobile home, central heat and
air, ty tower, couple only, no
pets. Deposit required. Call
492-8348.
Two bedroom, all electric,
water furnished, $50 deposit.
$80 per month, one or two
adults. Mile out of city limits,
121 South. Phone 753-5405.
Will have trailer for rent June
1st. Couple only. See Brandon
Dill at Dill's Trailer Court.

Warehouse
Storage Space

For rent Large office space.
502 Maple, downstairs Call
753-2489.
1000 Square feet in Southside
Shopping Center Call 7536612 or 753-5200.

32. Apts. For Rent
All electric efficiency apartment, 2'n blocks from campus.
One month rent and deposit in
advance. No pets. Call 7539829.
Apartment for rent: 2 bedroom,
furnished, 12 miles from Murray on Kentucky lake. Call days
762-2446, nights 436-2879.
Ask for Mike O'Brien.
Duplex in Westwood subdivision. Store, garbage disposal,
washer and dryer hookup. Call
753-5400.
For rent. Two bedroom
townhouse apartment; range,
refrigerator, dishwasher,
disposer, washer and dryer
hookup, central heat and air,
all carpet. 753-7550.
Furnished apartment near
downtown Murray. Call 7534109.
Furnished apartments, one or
two bedrooms, also sleeping
rooms. Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th Street. 7536609.
gustic 2 bedroom duplex with
carport, In city convenience
with country privacy. Call. 7533343.
Two bedroom, an conditioned,
3 miles east of Murray. Water
furnished, deposit required. No
pets or children. 753-4120.
Two bedroom duplex, for single
Person or couple. $145 per
month. References and deposit
required. Call 489-2595.
p.
FOR RENT
Nice furnished apartments for 1, 2, 3 or 4
college girls. Summer
and fall semester, with
pool
swimming
privilege. Call 7535865 days or 753-S108
after 6 p.m. and on
Sunday.

34. Houses For Rent

Three houses, one within walking distance of town with
storage. Perfect for elderly person . For information call 7536114 after 7 pm.
Two bedroom unfurnished
house on lake. in exchange for
care-taking duties and light
maintenance. No children, no
pets. References required. Call
7.13-0212 a 436-5459.
Three bedroom house with well
and garden space. Furnished.
345-2205.
29. Heating-Cooling
We buy and sell used air- Two bedroom house, unfurnishconditioners and air com- ed, with stove and refrigerator.
pressors Dill Electric, 753- $160 per month. Deposit required. Call 753-3582.
9104 or 753-1551.
NORNBUCKLE BARBER SNOP

electric cash
ne 10 key electune, $40, one
: organ with
ble, $250 All
condition Call

299 W41101111 51,11111s

NEW OFFICE NOVIS:
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Pvlc.ef
RAMAT $1.15

Closed All Day Wed
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE WYE 75'

-I1F,<."10&
1 House Cons 0,ease Loll /S.3 3685 047 acri.
Floip.101.

$2.63, marble
$2.49, play
'..38; black top
5.19; Lime, 50
moss, 2 cubic
! bark, 3 cubic
)ast to Coast
,ral Shopping

Home window cleaning, no job foe large or small,
reasonable rates, insured and experienced. Call 759-1176
day or night

st's tools for
.. boring, lathe
oximately 350
tool and die
facture of type
s. Call 753-

•
••••

WE CONTROL

TERMITES

Also household, lawn indoors and outdoors!

'h 40 ft pole,
Cr.and Dune
-2752 after 5

FOR DEPENDABLE

imishinp

Professional Pest Contrail-

one, kitchen
stand, beds.
e. blue crock.
Phone 685i Hickory Ant
miles north of

Kelley's Termite &
Pest
Control, Inc.

oom suite, like
)061 or 753-

termites. You spend thousands of dollars for a home
but never think about termites - they cause the most
domoge next to fife Have your home treated now!
753-3914, Kelley's Termite 8, Pest Control 100 South
13th Street Murray KY Over 33 years experience
Home owned and o rated

springs and
w, cheap Call
-6200
It

"--....imItimatmeAlervalviewwwwwwwwwww,
-

AVAILABLE

52. Boats andMotors

41. Auto. Services

41,ec

53. Services Offered

144 ft. Fiberglas Runabout For all your plumbing inwith 25 hp motor and trailer stallations or repairs all work
guaranteed experienced Call
$300 Call 753-0528
753-8950
35 Ft Chris Craft Roamer
sedan cruiser Generator ilf, For your home s care, give it an
depth. shower, pressure water uplift by calling a professional,
314-748-5561 office, 314-471- experienced painter with
reasonable rates
Free
8188 home
estimates Call 527-1023
1977 Hydrosport 17 bass, 115
Mercury, fully equipped 753- For all your carpenter work call
Morris Wilson, 753-2988
6760
12 Horse boat motor. $75. 40 Guttering by Sears, Sears conHorse, $150 Call after 5 pm. tinous gutters 'mulled Per
your specifications Call Sears
436-5471
753-2310 for free estimates
1975 Striker bass boat with
new 85 hp Evinrude Call 437- Insulation blown in by Sears,
save on these high heating and
4827
cooling bills. Call Sears, 753trailer
with
O'Day
Sailboat, 17'
2310 for free estimates.
753-9452
Call
$2500
1977 Tidecratt boat, 65 hp' 'Play Boll!" Parents,
Mercury motor $2400 Call coaches.. be sure to
make on appointment at
753-1905
the ballpark with:
Offered

53. Services

CARTER STUDIO

304 Main

PAINTING
Residential, Farm
and Commercial
, brush & roller

15 Yrs. Experience
RALPH WORLEY
436-1353

753-8298

K & K Stump Removal Do you
need stumps removed from
your yard or land cleared of
stumps. We can remove stumps
up to 24" below the ground.
leaving only sawdust and chips
Call for free estimate Bob
Kemp 435-4343. or 435-4319.
Licmsed Electrician and gas installation, heating installation
and repairs Call 753-7203
MOBILE HONE ANCHORS.
roofs sealed, and underpinning. Aluminum or fiberglass_
Also patio awnings and carports. single or double Jack
Glover. 753-1873 after 6 pm

53. Services Offered
Painting, paperhanging, corn
mewl or residential Farm
buildings etc free estimates
759-1987
Tractor work bushbogging
plowing discing blade work
gardens Free estimates Cal!
753-7400 Or 753-2632
PA. 1./W.N.001n is bock m
old know. 718 Sm06 416
Street_ 753 7400 LK 759
1721 NOCIIIIIIfili0“0111 amines
534 95 Lilit6

Top soil for sale. Clitford Garrison 753-5429
Will do plumbing, an conditioning, repairs and remodeling
around the home such as
carpentry, painting, roofing
and concrete work Call 7532211 or 753 9600.
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime also have any type
of brown or white pea gravel
Also do backhoe work Call
Roger Hudson 753-4545 or
753-6763.
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry. work completely guarenteed Call or write
Co..
Morgan Construction
Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah.
KY 42001. or call day or night.
1-442-7026.
Will wash and wax and hand
butt any and all cars, trucks
$25. For more information cal'
753-2696

Air-conditioning and refrigeration, service work on all
brands Used air-conditioners
and refrigerators for sale Bill
Rollins, 753-0762
AA-1 ALL TYPES home remodeling
and
maintenance
References Guaranteed work.
Free estimates Call 753-8948
GARDENS&
Or 753-2501 after 5 pm.
YARDS
Bulldozing, backhoe work and
Limed & F eft ii.zeo
septic systems Call 437-4533
Gardens Worked
Blacktopping.
Mitchell
or 354-8161 after 8 pm
Ready for pkinting the some
driveways and small lobs a
Hogging
iovl
Bush
speciality, also patching and
Bladeircork
DRIVEWAYS
753-1537.
seal coatIng
Don lotinson jimny
WHITE ROCKED
253.5699
Need work on your trees' Topp753.1656
AND GRADED
7,8-8786
ing, pruning. shaping, com.Houling Ag Lime. Gravel,
Call
more.
and
removal
plete
Dirt. Sond any kind white
BOVERS TREE SERVICES for Will do paint work Resonable
rock.
"professional tree care. 753- 753,8097
- -too lariat say_idwuri,
- '-- 56. Free Column
8536.753-5694
753.4162

753.8786

Concrete and block work, Block
garages, basements, driveways.
walks, patios, steps, free
estimates. Charles Barnett.
753-5476.
C.N.G. Bookkeeping Service.
Small businesses our speciality. Call 753-0034.
cleaning,
free
Carpet
estimates. satisfied references.
Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleaning. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
753-5827.
Driveways and parking areas
white rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Have rip-rap, pea
gravel, lime, one ton and up.
Clifford Garrison. 753-5429.
Dale Spencer's sandblasting
and painting and backhoe service. Call 753-6626. •rf no
answer call 753-5198.
Fence sales at Sears now. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates for your needs_

I

Paper hanging and interior
painting. Call 753-7337 or 4374617.
S & S Painting Co.. custom
painting since 1975. Free
estimates. 759-4020.
COURTNEY SMALL
ENGINE REPAIR
Mowers Tillers. Chainsows
Fast Service
Guaranteed
work Will pickup and deliver
753-4164.

Free kittens! Housebroken
436-5502
Gorgeous black and white
female part Persian cat. 10
months old 753-3994

57. Wanted
Wanted Mature young woman
graduate student or professional person to share house,
one block from MSU Private
bath and entrance Please call
753-8325 8-4. after 5 pm, 7536577 Ask for Rebekah

FOR SALE BY OWNER
Nice home in Hazel - 2 bedroom, large living room,
dining room, kitchen, bath screened in bock porch.
Fully carpeted, electric heat, aluminum siding, storm
windows & doors, extra lot for garden, nice outside
:tome building. On east state line. con 492-8630 or
753-2955.

ROOFRIG
All types, Free
Estimates. Call 7594512 or 759-1859
nights. All work guaranteed.

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)
Radio Cab Company

Taxi Cab Service

el.

6 A.M.-MIDNIGHT
7 DAYS A WEEK
Phone 753-5351 or 753-5352

.

,t+

oil
IIIF

00

Police
753-1621

II Murray-Calloway
Hinmanvs
.
County Hospital
753-3151 Rentals 753-5131
Sheriff

'emit

power God mama tea. swid
ea.

MAGIC

C

ape

Police
753-1621

753-5703
802 N. 11Ith Street
Murray

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

7536952

I

Hugh's
Welding Shop
•

General Weleling,
Including
Portebh Service.
lawn Mower
arid Tiller
Tune-Up

435-4434

s
'
CIERRY
CUSTOM KITCHEN
CABINETS & CUSTOM
WOODWORKING
491STSII mill Numrai
qterreil 11IL1 Mew
WIWI
153-5S40
1212 MAIN

Free
Termite Inspection
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish & Shrubs
Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
100S. 131.11 St
Murray,Ks

753-3914
N

I
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•

Iranian

Mr. Bryson, Father
Of Mrs. Wooden, Is
Dead At Age Of 85
P

•

•
•

Danny
David Daniel
Bryson, father of Mrs. Glenn
'Jessie) Wooden of Murray,
died early this morning at the
Barton Hospital, Tullahoma,
Tenn.
Mr. Bryson is 85 years of
age and a retired employee of
the Empire Pencil Company,
Shelbyville, Tenn
He is survived by three
daughters - Mrs. Wooden,
•
Murray, Mrs. Max Jean i Arof Mr. Gatti's Restaurant, Chestnut
BAND DONATION - lay Seeliger (right), manager
nold, Murfreesboro, Tenn.,
for the Murray High School band.
Street, presents a check for S140.04 to Bub Stout
and Mrs. George Wenzola
one day to help raise the
restaurant
the
in
Several Murray High students worked
Woodard, Shelbyville, Tenn.;
money
three sons - Thomas and
David Bryson, Atlanta, Ga.,
and Ed Bryson, Tullahoma,
Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Novie
Campbell, Murfreesboro,
Tenn.: one brother, Dexter
Bryson, Woodbury, Tenn.; 12
grandchildren; eight great
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
"A man with that great
minority groups," Carter told
By MASHA HAMILTON
Tuesday at 11 a.m, at the
outside the leader-hip was shot in the back
reporters
Associated Press Writer
you
chapel of the Hillcrest
FORT WAYNE, Ind. ( AP) hospital's intensive care unit. with a hunting rifle that
Memorial Gardens Funeral - Police investigatqrs trying "It certainly is a reminder would shoot a deer with," said
Home, Shelbyville, Tenn., to find out who ambushed Ur- that we need to redouble our Gary Hatch, who Sunday led a
with burial to follow in the ban League President Vernon efforts."
demonstration of about 40
Hillcrest Memorial Gardens Jordan - and why - say they
Carter talked with local young blacks calling
In
there.
will interview again the police and FBI officials during themselves Black Youth
Friends may call at the woman who was the only his 50-minute visit to Fort Action during Carter's 50_
funeral home.
eyewitness to the sniper at- Wayne, but said he didn't have minute visit,
"What made the Young
"any information I want to
tack.
The woman, Martha C. Col- divulge concerning the in- Blacks angry is the clergymen
and others saying there is no
eman, a 36-year-old divorcee, vestigation."
Police submitted questions racial tension in Fort Wayne,"
'wants to cooperate completely with us," Kenneth Van to Mrs. Coleman's attorneys Hatch said. "There is a whole
Ryan, city: police chief of Sunday, and authorities said lot of racial tension."
Among the signs carried by
the lawyers provided some inThe funeral for Elmer detectives, said Sunday.
She and her lawyer will formation about both her per- the demonstrators was one
Adams of Wingo Route 2 was
reading "bring forth. Martha
held Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the meet with local authorities on sonal life and her actions imColeman." Hatch said his
chapel of the Hopkins and Tuesday, police said. It was mediately after the shooting.
group shares the frustration of
Brown Funeral Home, Wingo, not clear if the FBI would also They have repeatedly said she
investigators at the delays enwith Lonnie Stroup and interview the woman, who is not a suspect in the case.
Investigators refused fur- countered in efforts ,to interHarvey Lynn Elder of- talked briefly to authorities
view her.
after the Thursday mornins ther cdrnment.
ficiating.
The 44-year-old Jordan was
Burial was in the Mt. Plea. shooting and then went into
gunned down by a sniper after
- sant Church of Christ hiding.
Pretideht- eater, -visiting - returning to- his motel from
Tifn-etefY.-'
Mr. Adams, 80, died Jordan at Parkview Memorial Mrs. Coleman's home. He had
Thursday at 8 p.m. at the Bap- Hospital Sunday, said the spoken at the local Urban
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)tist Memorial Hospital, Mem- shooting could prompt renew- League's annual dinner
A decision by Franklin Circuit
phis, Tenn. He was a member ed efforts to improve condi- earlier in the evening.
Jordan's condition was still Court has cleared the way for
.4 the Church of Christ and tions for the country's
Owensboro
listed Sunday as serious but several
was retired from Detroit minorities.
"This is obviously a time for stable. Hospital officials said businessmen to create the
.
Railways.
ed life inSurvivors include his wife, us to recommit ourselves to his health and spirits were im- first Kentucky-bas
surance company in 14 years.
Mrs. Violet Schmidt Adams; the protection of poor and proving rapidly.
The ruling came Friday, onone daughter, Mrs. Thomas
ly hours before time ran out on
Rhodes, Water Valley; one
a two-year stock offering by
son, Alden Adams, Venice,
the company, Continental
Fla.; three stepdaughers Trust Corp., and kept the comMrs. Aletha DeVinney, Mrs.
pany from having to return
Mrs.
and
Dorothy James,
nearly $3 million to an
Marietta Granneman, all of
estimated 3,000 investors.
Paducah; one brother, Eulice
Dr. John M. Bartholomy Fulton, Mo.
The court action came on a
Adams, Detroit, Mich.; four recently resigned, effective
A former vice president for
dispute between the company
grandchildren; six great June 1, as president of Drury university services at Murray
and the state Department of
grandChildren; six step grand- College, Springfield, Mo., to State University, Bartholomy
Insurance.
children: one step great accept the presidency of will replace Dr. Randall
The Insurance Departgrandchild.
College,
Woods
23
William
Cutlip, who is retiring after
ment's problem with the comyears as president of the
pany was over a state law
Fulton women's school,
governing the sale of stock to
Bartholomy assumed the
some "inside" shareholders at
presidency at Drury on March
a lower price than to the
1, 1977, replacing Dr. William
general publilc.
E. Everhart, who was killed in
The company argued that,
a car-train accident.
before embarking on its venBartholomy stated that he
ture, it had received
told the . Drury Board of
assurance from a former
WASHINGTON ( AP ) - to 20 percent of American Trustees that he was not seekdepartment official that the
President Carter is about ask
motorists probably would not ing a new position but William
law would not affect its offeran
adopt
of
supply
-an
to
him
proper
made
their
Congress
receive
Woods officials
ing.
rationing
not
difof
gasoline
could
first
because
emergency
coupons at
offer I simply
The court upheld the comsystem that will take more
ficulties in keeping track of refuse."
pany's position and directed
a
up,
time
set
than one year to
registered vehicles.
"During the period of
the Insurance Department to
Department of Energy official
issue the company an in"Ten to 15 million that Dr. Bartholomy has been
told Congress today.
Americans wouldn't get president of Drury College, surance charter.
many major improvements
Insurance Commissioner
Douglas G. Robinson, DOE them," he told a Senate
have occurred under his
Daniel D. Briscoe said Friday
teputy administrator for energy subcommittee. "A
leadership. Large debts have
that he would not appeal the
policy, said the plan, calling substantial portion of the
been erased, student enrolldecision.
l'or massive issuing of American people would be
ment has climbed steadily to
Leonard James, chief excoupons, would require $100 unhappy. It's inherent in a
12
past
the
for
high
all-time
an
ecutive officer of the company
million to develop and would coupon ration plan."
buildings
campus
years,
15
to
and holder of 22 percent of the
have a substantial error rate.
Robinson said Carter has
have been renovated, new
stock, said he expects the
He said that from 10 percent approved the proposal and structures have been added to
company to be able to start
plans to submit it to Congress
the campus and the quality of
selling life,insurance in 60 to 90
within a week or two.
Drury
education obtainable at
days.
Congress already has
has steadily' improved," Ray
authorized the administration
Aton, chairman of the Drury
to propose a standby rationing
LOULSVILLE, Ky 1API - USDA Board of Trustees, said.
system and the next step is for
receipts cattle and calves
nam- Estimated
board
the
added
Aton
1800. compared to last week's close
the administration to submit a
ed Dr. Jorge Padron, vice slaughter steers opening 1 00-1 50
specific plan.
heifers steady to I 00 higher;
president for academic affairs higher;steady
bulls steady, slaughter
cows
and dean of the college, acting calves and vealers untested early;
=Om snla 44101. ant*
president. Aton said that a feeders opening steady, however No I
steers poorly tested early
search committee to name the feeder
Slaughter steers choice 1601285 lb
next president will be named 62 5044 60; mixed good and choice 6851265 lb 81 00-62 50, holsteins 1125-1510 lb
in the near future.
53 80-55 25, goon) 680.1075 lb Si 50-61 00,
slaughter heifers choice 910-1230 561.00
on

Police Again To Interview
Jordan Shooting Witness

Elmer Adams Dies
At Hospital With
Rites Held Sunday

Insurance.Company
Way Cleared-

•••••••••• ,,ununued From Page 1)

In a message to the four-day conference in Tehran, Iranian revolutionary leader Ayatollah Rohollah Khomeini called on delegates to "condemn
the I US. I oppressors." Most world
governments "support the oppressor
against the oppressed but we expect
from you justice and good faith," Khomeini said.
He said the Iranian government
would produce evidence showing
American intervention in Iranian affairs and the alleged crimes of deposed
Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi and his
father, Reza Shah. Islamic militants
demanding return of the shah seized the
U.S. Embassy in Tehran Nov. 4 and
have been holding 53 American
hostages ever since.
Some 100 non-governmental delegations from 50 countries are attending
the conference, called by Iranian President Abolhassan Baru-Sadr following
the aborted U.S. mission to rescue the
hostages April 25.
In Philadelphia, the American

Friends Service Cumnuttee said the
group of 10 Americans left for Tehran
Saturday despite a warning the day
before from the Justice Department
that the trip violated a travel ban to
that country signed by President Carter
April 17. The order, which exempts
reporters, bans travel to Iran without
special permission from the U.S.
government.
On Friday, U.S. Attorney General
Benjamin R. Civiletti issued a warning
saying: "I want to remind the
American public that the rules restricting travel to Iran are still in effect.
Persons who violate these rules are
subject to penalties of up to 10 years in
prison and fines of up to $50,000 under
the international emergency economic
powers act."
In addition to Clark, the American
delegation was said to include: George
Wald,a Nobel laureate in science; May
Anderson of Cambridge, Mass.,
representing the American Friends

Service Committee; Kay Camp, president of the Women's International
League for Peace arid Freedom; the
Rev. John Walsh,chaplain at Princeton
University; the Rev. Charles Kimball,
post doctoral student in Islamic studies
at Harvard Divinity: School; the Rev.
Paul Washington, Episcopal minister in
Philadelphia; Leonard Weinglass, attorney in Los Angeles, Lenox Hind, professor of law at Rutgers; John Derrase,
freelance journalist from New York.
Meanwhile, rumors that three or
more of the Amencan hostages had
been shot in Iran created pandemonium
on Far East gold markets but a
spokesman for the militants reached by
an Australian reporter denied any captives were shot.
Ayatollah Sadeq Khallthali, head of
Iran's anti-drug campaign, ordered the
executions of two more drug smugglers, a man and a woman. Khalkha!'
did not say when the :death sentences
were carried out.

THE NEWS IN BRIEF
points." Both the liberals dozen people were injured,
seeking relaxation of the hundreds of civilians were
several
and
church ban on divorce and evacuated
contraception, and the tradi- buildings were set afire before
tionalists who refuse to accept police and soldiers quelled the
Vatican reforms, threaten to rioters with tear gas and
drive the silent majority away clubs,authorities said.
from Catholicism, the pope WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON f AP I warned.
Acknowledging that the naNATIONAL
FORT WAYNE, Ind. (AP) tion's economic recession is
- Police investigators trying "steeper than we've anto find out who ambushed Ur- ticipated," President Carter is
holding out the possibility of
ban League President Vernon
reducing taxes next year.
Jordan -and why -say they
The president said on the
will interview again the
CBS News program "Face the
woman who was the only
Nation," broadcast Sunday,
eyewitness to the sniper atthat he sees "no prospect of
tack.
having a stimulative tax
The woman, Martha C. Coleman, a 36-year-old divorcee, reduction in effect this year."
But he added: "If we can cut
"wants to cooperate completedown excessive federal spenly with us," Kenneth Van
PARIS (AP) - Pope John Ryan, city police chief of
Paul II unleashed a sharp at- detectives,said Sunday. ,
tack, on Catholic dissidents,
FORT CHAFFEE, Ark.
then-prepared-to end his fourAP) - State troopers with
day visit to France today by
traveling to the Normandy shotguns and pistols opened
town of- Lisieux to say Mass fire on hundreds of angry'
and visit the famed Carmelite Cuban refugees after the
Cubans pelted police with
nunnery there.
He met with French bishops rocks and stormed the front
Sunday and launched his at- gate of the Fort Chaffee temtack on Catholic dissidents, porary' relocation center.
Three Cubans were shot as
both the conservative and the
reformminded, for their "ex- the troopers drove them back
OFFER GOOD LIMITED TIME ONLY
treme and erroneous view- onto the base. More than a

INTERNATIONAL
( AP)- The Iranian government opens a "Crimes of
America" conference today to
condemn past U.S. involvement in Iran. Ten Americans,
including former Attorney
General Ramsey Clark,
reportedly are among those
attending, despite a Justice
Department ban.
In a message to the four-day
conference in Tehran, Iranian
leader
revolutionary
Ayatollah Rohollah Khomeini
called on delegates to
"condemn the (U.S.) oppressors." Most world governments "support the oppressor
against the oppressed but we
expect from you justice and
good faith," Khomeini said.

S BACK

ding in accordance with the
balanced budget proposal I
made to the Congress, and if
I'm sure that the tax reduction
will not be inflationary in
nature, we will begin to
prepare for a tax reduction ...
in 1981."

Hog Market
Federal-State Markel News Service
June 2,1900
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 5 Buying Stations
Receipts. Act 1931 Est. 600 Barrows &
Gills 75 lower Some Sows Steady $1 00
lower
829 75-30.25
US 1-2 830-230 lbs.
92950-3000
US 2 200-240 lbs
$28.50-29.50
US 2-3240-250 lbs.
US 2-4300-240 lbs.
Sovn
123.00-24.00
US 1.2 270350 Its.
222.00-23 00
US 1-3 3004501M.
$23.00.23 50
US 1-3 450,50D lbs.
123 5024 50
US 1-3 500450 lbs.
$21552200
US 2-3 300-500 Its.
Boars over 300 lbs. 1026-1950 under 300
16 50-18 00

Monday-Friday

MURRAY
NO PIECES CHICKEN
POTATOES & GRAVY
ROLL

Intucky Fried
Chicken

Bartholomy To Become
President Of College

Carter To Ask Congress
To Adopt Emergency
Gas Rationing Plan

Effective throughout
June, our new
2½ year
Money Market
Certificates pay

's

/0
0
Per Annum

Livestock Market

To Yield Annually

I$400.00 Rebate

Stock Market

New Two Wheel Drive
Chevrolet Pickups

1$900.00 Rebate
on

New Four Wheel Drive
Pickups and Blazers
(excluding LUVS)
liosp Thor Coon. GM leo,.p W.th Genume GM Pori,

&
T

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET, INC.

641 South
111WP.A4pm mem
.
4

753-2617

Prices of stocks of local interest sill
a in (IST today furnished to The Murray
Times by First of Michigan
Ledger
Carp. Murray.
+0 17
Industrial Average
17su-14
Air Products
Amencan Motors
37%-%
Ashland
Ainencan Telephone
8.4-4
Chrysler
anc
Ford Motor
12%-%
OAF
-.
1064+ 1
General Care
.144+1
General Dynamics
4465+65
General Motors
Its unc
General Tire
i964+65
Goodrich
13+%
Goodyear
42%+%
Gulf Oil
1599+94
Harriers
unc
Heubleui
511.4+.4
Jones.
Krnert
Pennwalt
346 -.4
Quaker Oats
3565+'.
334-1
Wal-Mart
156581.18/4a
Wendy's

TOW,'

631.0. mixed good and choice 710-925 lb
519041 00; good 750400 lb 55 50-58 90.
Slaughter cows utibty 41 25-471.0, cutter 41 7541.25, canner and cutter under
800 lb 36 00-41.75, slaughter bulls yield
grade i -3 1035-1575 lb 48 25,55 M.
slaughter calves and vealers untested,
feeder steers•few medium frame I 300465 I b 71 25-79 00. mixed medium and
large frame I 600700 lb 60 5049 75, 029.
925 lb 59 5041 75, small frame 1 575-670
1664 2548 75. medium frame 2 325-580 lb
40.00.71.90. medium frame 1 and 2 bell
calves 403400 lb 58 50.68 00, large frame
2 480420 lb 58 7545 00. heifers medium
frame 1 345-450 lb 044047 75. muted
medium and small frame 1 mmtly fleshy
offerings 520425 lb 59 0063 25 medium
frame 2 100-500 lb 58 0044 CO 500435 lb
52 0041 00.
Hogs 1200, compared to last Thursday,
barrows and gilts 100 lower, US 1.2 210.
245 lb 30 15-31 20. No 2 200250 lb 30 35.
30 75, 2-3 116-770 lb 19 50-30 25, or..
'Ready to 50 lower. decline on Insight§
under aa• lb, 1-2 300-400 lb 23.11041.111;
400410 lb 24.11-3005. same is
ty 350400lb 15.55-9065, boar. near Na lb
meetly 21.11143.111
Sheep II; witastad early

$400.00 Minimum Investments
Federal regulations require a substantial interest penalty for early withdrawal of certificates.

SECURITY FEDERAL
1300 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, Ky.

Savings 8
Loan Association

759-1234

BEST COPY AVAILAB

